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<ABSTRACT>

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the

effectiveness of the Quality of Life~Contribution Model

€QOLC) developed by Murrell and Norris <19S3) as a mental

health needs assessment technique for the rural elderly. In

this field survey method, measures of mental health areas

and program targets within each mental health area are

compared and prioritized according to their relative

contributions to a subjective index of quality—of—life

<QOL).

_An in—home survey of 6D older adults was conducted.

Needs were defined in terms of problems, services, and
community support and were measured across the following

mental health areas: 1) Depression; 2) Organic Brain

Syndrome; 3) Alcohol and Drug Abuse; 4) Anxiety; 5)

Caregiver Problems; 6) Schizophrenie; and 7) Health Habits.

The utility of the QOLC model was evaluated via the

descriptive conclusions generated by multiple regression



analysis of the sample survey data, with QGL as the

dependent variable and the different need measures and

mental health areas as the independent variables. Q cost

analysis was also completed comparing the net total cost of

the QOLC with the hypothesized net total cost of a more

traditional mental health needs assessment (consisting of a

key informant plus a service use statistics component).

The results suggest that although the QULC mental

health needs assessment costs more than simpler needs

assessment techniques, it can yield important information

that can prevent wasteful spending on increased direct

mental health services and can also be used to determine the

criteria that should be used to segment the target

population.
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EVALUATING A MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUE ÜN
_

A SAMPLE OE THE ELDERLY PSPULATIDN

OF THE NEW RIVER VALLEY

' Studies indicate that the elderly have a higher rate

of psychopathology than the general population (Pfeiffer,

1977; Stenback et al., 1979; Blumenthal, 1999). According

to Pfeiffer (1977), studies attempting to make global

estimates of mental illness in the elderly fall into three

categories: 1) those trying to measure whether any

psychiatric disorder exists, even mildly; 2) those measuring

only the existence of "significant" or at least "moderate"

degree of psychiatric disturbance; and 3} studies

determining prevalence of disorder by looking at how many

elders are actually being seen in mental health facilities.

When Pfeiffer synthesized the results of existing studies in

each category, he found differing results for each category.

Category 1 studies indicated that 59 to 69 percent of elders

suffer from some degree of emotional disorder. Category 2

studies demonstrated that “approximately 15 percent of the

elderly population in the United States suffer from

significant, substantial, or at least moderate

psychopathology.” In a later synthesis of category 2

studies, Blazer (1999) estimates that 5-19% of the elderly

have "significant psychiatric impairment," while 19—49% have

- 1 -
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"mild to moderate impairment." Finally, Pfeiffer’s (1977)

category E studies indicated that "approuimately 9ü@,8üé to

1,888,üüß elderly persons residing in various kinds of

institutional settings suffer from significant mental

disorders." As can be seen in Table 1, studies of the

prevalence of individual psychological disorders in the

elderly also report differing results.

·Insert Table 1 About Here

In the coming years, the mental health needs_of the

elderly should increase as the national population of those

65 and over is projected to increase from 29.2 million in

1986 (Bureau of the Census, 1987) to between 55 and 64

million by the year 2ß5® (Feinson & Thotis, 1986; U.S.

Department of Health and Human Service, 1981). Also

indicating an increase in elder mental health need is the
V

finding by Kulka and Tamir (1978) that today's 2@—49 year

olds are far more likely than the present elderly cohort to

define their problems in mental health terms, a factor that

has been highly correlated with actually seeking help for



personal problems. The rates of increase will be greater

for the older segment of the o5 and over age groop, that is,

75—85 and 85 and over (Redick & Tanbe, 198ü), whose

population experiences more psychological difficulty in

areas such as intellectual fonctioning, ability to cope
l

(Romaniuk & McAuley, 1983), senile dementia, and suicide

(Satz & Smyler, 1983) than those persons in the é5—74 age

group (This finding may be confounded by health status).

As a result of this increasing elderly mental health ·

need, the Department of Health Education and Nelfare and the

Administration On Aging Commissioner have both recently

called for information regarding elderly constituent need in
_

order to establish priorities (Leinbach, 1982). Thus, it

will be important for researchers to develop and evaluate
I

_techniques which can be utilized by mental health centers to

_ attain this information. A needs assessment is a method of
l

gathering information about met or unmet needs from a

defined population (potential customer), and then utiliaing

that information to revise existing programs or develop new

ones in order to allocate resourses more effectively (Bell,

Sondel, Aponte, Murrell, & Lin, 1983).

Despite the fact that the elderly seem to have

higher rates of mental illness than the general population,

and that a significant amount of this psychopathology is

treatable (Steur, 1982; Naxman, 1982; Butler, 1975), a very
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low percentage of the elderly actually utilize mental health

care.~ Redick and Taube (1955) found that in 1975, of the _

estimated 3.4 million elderly persons with a mental

disorder, only 162,E@@ or 5% utilized mental health

services. Butler and Lewis (1952) report that 4~5Z of

community mental health center patients are 65 and over,

while psychiatrists in private practice spend only 2% of

their time with elderly patients. A study by Waxman et al

- (1952), in which it was found that only 5% of admissions to

a psychiatric emergency department were 65 years of age and

above, further documents the low mental health service

utilization rate of the elderly.

Reasons for the low elderly mental health service

utilization rate seem to include the following: ,1) lack of

knowledge about mental health services and how to go about

attaining them (Silverstein, 1954); 2) faulty attitudes and

beliefs regarding mental illness and mental health

professionals by the elderly (Steur, 1952; Knight, 1953;

Waxman, 1952); 3) a dearth of physician referrals to mental

health professionals (Rosen a Wiens, 1979; Blumenthal,

195B); 4) inaccessibility to mental health providers due to

deficits in finances, transportation, and physical mobility

<Krout, 1953; Knight, 1953; Bat: & Smyer, 1953); 5)

therapist pessimism regarding the ability of elders to

improve (Knight, 1953; Steur, 1952); and 6) poor mental
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health services for elderly clients (Redlich 3 Kellert,

1978; Steur, 1982; Sue, 197é; Estes, 1979).

There has been very little research directed at

increasing elder mental health service utilization rate.’ A

mental health center wishing to increase elder service

utilization might, as a first step, conduct a needs

assessment in order to determine the services that they can

offer which will be most helpful and desirable to the

elderly residents in the area, as well as the barriers to

elder service utilization. Thus, once again, the

importance of developing needs assessment techniques and

evaluating whether they can be utilized to attain

the necessary information from the aged is underscored.

_ Despite the increasing need for accuracy in needs

assessments for the elderly (Leinbach, 1982), it has

recently been acknowledged that current needs assessment

efforts are of poor quality (Lareau, 1983; warheit, Bell, &

Schwab, 1977) and that the "state of the art" is in its

infancy (Little, 198Q).

Since practical rather than theoretical

considerations are responsible for the invention of the

process of needs assessment, it has no theoretical
foundation (Lareau, 1983). Thus, there is no agreement

among researchers as to what constitutes a "need" (Royse &

Drude, 1982). Definitions utilized thus far in the
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-measurement of "need" have been: a) felt need ~ input from

the defined population as to what ie needed; b) expreeeed

need — an actual demand made for services (for example,

waiting lists for services, requests for additional help

from existing clients, etc.) (Royse & Drude, 1982; Little,

198@); and C) comparative need — an estimation of need

determined by examining the characteristics of the people in

the population actually receiving services, and then

locating those people in the community with the same

characteristics (Royse & Drude, 1982).

Because researchers utilize varying definitions of

I "need" in their needs assessments of the elderly, the

methodological approaches to needs assessment generate

different recommendations. According to Lareau (1983), the

following is a list of these possible conclusionss 1)

description of the population; 2) descriptions of the

problems of the target population; 3) description of

available services; 4) description of unmet need or of the

service components needed; and 5) priority ranking of the

service needs.

Table 2 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of

the various methodological approaches to needs assessment.

Table 3 lists the potential types of conclusions described

by Lareau (1983) that can be addressed by each of the needs

assessment techniques (Further information regarding the
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various methodological approaches to needs assessment can be

found in appendix ä.>„

Insert Table 2 about here

Insert Table 3 about here

The needs assessment approach being evaluated in

this study, the Quality of Life—Contribution Model <QOLC)

developed by Murrell and Norris (1983), is a field survey

technique. In this method, measures of mental health areas

and program targets within each mental health area are

compared and prioritized according to their relative
U

contributions to a subjective index of quality~of—1ife which



is hypothesized to measure the degree to which mental health

needs are being met. Each unmet need is assessed by

utilizing a variety of measures, each representing a

different program target or program implication and

reflecting the three components of need conceptualized by

Nguyen, Attkisson, and Bottino (1983): problems, services

(solutions), and community priorities.

Une strength of this method stems from the fact that

unlike the other needs assessment methods summarised in

Table 2, the GOLD provides a means of measuring validity.

Sufficient concurrent validity for a measure of unmet need

is indicated by a large negative correlation between the

degree of the unmet need and the self—reported measure of

quality—of—life for mental health. Also, unlike the other

needs assessment techniques, the QOLC is a quantitative

model, and thus, should be less subject to instrument and

assessor bias and should be more accurate in determining

which program will be the best investment.

_ Sinee the use of a program by clients may be

influenced more by their perception of needs than their

actual needs (Murrell, Brockway, & Schulte, 1982; Flaskerud

a Ruiz, 1984), another strength of the QDLC is the fact that

° it focuses on the concept of unmet need from the perspective

of members of the target population (Murrell & Norris, _

1983). In addition, by looking at the three different
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components o% need conceptualized by Nguyen, Atkisson, and

Bottino il?S3), and by simply including the appropriate

questions, unlike the other needs assessment methods, the

GULC can be used to address all 0% the %ive types 0%

conclusions listed above by Lareau (see Table 3), as well as
·

recommendations regarding service barriers and community

priorities. Finally, the GGLC can be applied again in the

%uture in order to determine the actual impact 0% the

resource decisions made iMurrell & Norris, 1983).

A potential weakness 0% the GDLC as a mental health

needs assessment %or the elderly is that respondents may be

°hesitant to acknowledge symptoms or problems which might

· indicate emotional disorder. In addition, the re%usal rate
%or participation in %ield surveys seems to be high (Little,

19S@>.

Another problem with this technique is the high cost

0% adequate survey research in terms 0% both time and money.

Most researchers, as well as the Administration On Aging,

have encouraged planners to undertake the %ace-t0—%ace

survey, which requires more resources than any o% the other

survey techniques. Since very %ew agencies on aging employ

sta%% members with survey research skills, outside

consultants costing %rom $6ß to $2®@ per interview are

commonly utilized. These costs could be lowered by using

students or volunteers €Leinbach, 1982), but potential
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difficulties associated with this type of interviewer such

as the need for more extensive training and greater

supervision, questions regarding reliability and commitment,

and reduced availability, must be studied further (Little,

193G). In addition, researchers have recently demonstrated

that alternatives to face—to—face surveys conducted by

professional interviewers such as telephone interviews or

mail surveys may have considerable promise and should be

studied further (Leinbach, 1932; Etefl, 1934; Hinkle a Ming,

1973) (See Appendix A).

_ THE QUALITY OF LIFE—CONTRlBUTION MODEL (QOLC>

The complete QOL—Contribution Model can be stated

mathematically as follows:

QOL = ij (w (R — 3) >

H ij ij

H (human unit) = The population that is being assessed.

QOL = The self—report scale that is utilized to measure

quality—of·life. This index is the criterion for

determining the "goodness of fit" between the human

unit and its environment. The better the fit, the



greater the OOL of the human unit (Murrell Norris,

R (resources) = The protection available from the

environment to assist in the growth and development

of the human unit and buffer it From the

environmental stressors.
S (stressors) = Origin of the harmful Forces that contribute

stress to the human unit.

. R — S = The degree of met or unmet need. As (R — 5)

decreases, degree of unmet need increases and the

Quality—OF—LiFe of the Human Unit decreases.

i = The different mental health areas (or life domains in a
general needs assessment).

w = The differential weights of the different mental health

areas, indicating their relative contributions to QOL of

the human unit. For each mental health area, resource
allocation should be proportional to the contribution of

the unmet need in that mental health area to the OOL of
· the human unit.

j = The 5 measures of unmet need For each mental health
area, each representing a different program target or

program implication and reflecting the three components

of need conceptualized by Nguyen, ettkisson, and Bottino

(1983): problems, services (solutions), and community

priorities. The program target within the mental health
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area with the greatest potential for increasing QOL of

the human unit would provide the best return on the

resources invested.

Problem~Focused Measures

X) Evaluative Need: The self—recognition of a problem,

which would likely determine whether one would seek
” or use a program.

2) Descriptive Need: Objective, descriptive information

about the problem. It is utilised to determine the

nature of the problem and it has relevance for the

actual content of programs.

Service—0riented Measures _
3} Service Need: Looks at the degree of expected

difficulty in obtaining services related to that

mental health need. A wise resource allocation in

response to a result showing that this measure makes

a significant contribution to the QOL of the human

unit would be to make the services involved in that

mental health area more available and accessible

instead of increasing direct services.

4) Service Barriere: Identifies the particular types of

obstacles to obtaining services in a mental health

area.

Community Priority Measure

5) Community Support: This measure looks at need
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through the judgment of the respondent regarding the
U

sufficiency of the services provided in a mental

health area in the respondent’s community.

Questions are asked without reference to the

respondent’s personal need for or use of such

services.

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

In 1932 and again in 1933, Murrell, Brockway,

Schulte, and Hutchins evaluated the QOLC model on general

needs assessment surveys (See Appendiw B for the results of

these evaluations). The following study represents the first

attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the QOLC model ae a

mental health needs assessment technique for the elderly. '

Thus, the in—home survey will be conducted on a sample of 6O

non—institutionali2ed persons aged 65 and older and living

throughout the New River Valley of southwestern Virginia

(the Human Onit, H). Needs will be defined in terms of _
yproblems (Evaluative Need and Descriptive Need), services

(Service Need and Service Barriere), and community

priorities (Community Support). Needs will be measured

across the following mental health areas suggested by both

the individual psychological disorder prevalence studies

listed in Table 1 and by the results of a Hey Informant
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·
elder mental health needs assessment conducted by the New

River Valley Mental Health Center: 1) üepreseion; 2)

Organic Brain Syndrome; 3) Alcohol and Drug Abuse; 4)

Anxiety; 5) Incompetent, Abusive, or Overworked Caregiver

(Respite Care); o) Schizophrenie; and 7) Health Habits.

The utility of the Quelity—of Life Contributions Model

(QOLC) will be analyzed via the descriptive conclusions

generated by multiple regression analyses of the total

survey sample data, with QOL as the dependent variable and

the different need measures and mental health areas as

stetisticelly independent variables.

According to Gaitz and Varner (1980), the leading

stressors which impinge on the aged are reduced finances,

poor health status, lack of social support, and stressful

life events (A summary of the likely needs of elders with

financial, health, life stressor and social support problems

can be found in Appendix F). The impact of these stressors

on the elderly may be effective (depression, anxiety, etc.),

cognitive (disorientation, frequent forgetfulness, inability

to concentrete, etc.), physical (cardiovescular disorders,

diabetes, myocardial infarction, dyspepsia, insomnia, etc.),

physiological (hyperglycemia, hypertension, etc.), and/or

behevioral (alcoholism, drug abuse, impeired motor

functioning, withdrawal, impaired speech, agitation, loss of

appetite, etc.). Since most of these stress—induced
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. problems may be amenable to psychological treatment (Fry,

lääel, they are likely to be frequently seen by geriatric
i

mental health centers. Thus, determining the mental health

needs of elder subgroups that differ with regard to these

stressors via multiple regression analysis of the subgroup

data may enable mental health workers to accurately predict

the needs of their elderly clients after a preliminary

screening.

From the perspective of social marketing, this QÜLG .

subgroup analysis may also prove to be an effective means of

determining the criteria that should be used to segment the

target population (Ninett, 1986). Fine (1981) defines
·

market segmentation as "the partitioning of a market of

consumers according to some criterion in order that
' marketing planning may be custom~tailored to suit the unique

needs of each segment." Thus, by segmenting the target
l

population of New River Valley elders based on the ability

of a stressor to differentiate elder subgroups' mental

health needs, a mental health center can focus its programs

to attract different segments. This strategy could serve to

increase elder mental health service utilization as well as

client satisfaction.

To ensure that elders with differing levels of SES,

health status, social support, and life stressors were

interviewed, subjects were recruited from homebound meal
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programs, congregate meal sites, retirement communities, and

American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) chapters

located throughout the New River Valley.

Methods

Sampling Design

_ The sample consisted of 6@ non—institutionali2ed

t persons aged 65 and older (As there are not widely used

formal techniques to determine the subject size needed for

multiple regression, the number 6ü was suggested by Dr.

Robert Frary of the Learning Resources Center at virginia

Tech based on his extensive experience with multiple

regression and what was feasible for the experimenter to

accomplish)l The subjects came from each of the

surrounding counties and townships in the New River Valley:

Floyd, Giles, Montgomery, Narrows, Pulaski, Radford, and

Christiansburg (The characteristics of the sample areT
presented in Table 6.). To obtain this sample, an

arrangement was made with Debbie Palmer, Executive Director

of the New River Valley Agency On Aging. The Agency On
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° I
Aging serves appromimately léü meals daily to elderly

homebound clients, covering each of the New River Valley

townships and counties. In addition, the Agency serves

meals to ambulatory elders at Congregate Neal Sites located

in senior centers throughout the New River Valley. The

experimenter was given the opportunity to contact the

homebound and congregate meal clients that the Agency serves

by utilizing a form letter requesting their assistance (See

Appendix E), which the experimenter distributed in person.

To ensure that elders with differing levels of SES, health

status, social support, and life stressors were interviewed,

subjects were also recruited from New River Valley

retirement communities and American Association of Retired

Persons iAARP) chapters.

Insert Table 6 about here

The Recruitment Procedure

The recruitment procedure served to ensure the

privacy of the clients while allowing them the opportunity

to participate in the study. Those clients wishing to
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participate completed the form and gave it to the

experimenter, who then arranged a face—to~face home

interview with the elder.

In the form letter provided initially, the elders

were informed that the results of this survey will be

distributed to agencies which fund services for New River

Valley elders {for example, New River Valley Area Agency On

Aging, New River Valley Mental Health, etc.) in order to

assist these agencies in making the most efficient use of

their money and being responsive to the needs of the
_

elderly. To alleviate the e1ders' fears about allowing a

stranger to enter their home, they were encouraged to

contact their local police chief, who was informed about the

survey via a telephone call from the experimenter. In

addition, the elders were also made aware that all of the

information that they provide during the interview will be

strictly confidential.
R

Out of approximately 295 elders, the recruitment

procedure yielded a total of 92 elders {31% out of the

total; 47% of homebound; 19% of congregate; 3Q% of AARP; and

42% of retirement home elders solicited) who initially

agreed to take part in the survey. In comparing the

demographic characteristics of the 32 seniors that were not

interviewed {see Table 5) with the demographic ”

characteristics of the ow {2Q% of original 295) elders that
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were interviewed (see Table 6), it can be seen that while

the two groups were similar with respect to the male~female

and black—white ratios, the non—interviewed group contained

a good deal more American Association of Retired Persons

(AARP) members and a lot fewer retirement home dwellers than

the interviewed group. The AARP is a national organization

providing adults SB years of age and above with social

welfare services, educational materials, and lectures on

aging. Another goal of the—AARP is to assist elders in

encouraging their local politicians to support legislation

important to older adults (AARP News Bulletin, 1978). Since

the elders’ leading reason for non—participation in the GULC

survey was that they were "too busy to be interviewed,"

perhaps AARP activists were busier and less welcome to

diversions in their lives than elders living in retirement ~

homes, who, for the most part seemed to greatly enjoy the

survey experience.

The non—interviewed group also contained more

residents of Pulaski and Floyd County, and fewer elders
l

-living in Christiansburg and Radford than the interviewed

group. A possible reason for the high percentage of

non—participants from Pulaski is the fact that due to the

thriving AABP chapter that the experimenter attended in
” Pulaski and the cooperation of Pulaski AAPP President

Margaret Ritter, the recruitment procedure in this county · Ü
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yielded many more AARP members than the other locales. As

was discussed above, AAR? members seemed to be busier and
V

were less likely to be surveyed than the other client~

types recruited. Floyd County elder non—participation may

be attributed to the fact that the ewperimenter was involved n
in an automobile accident in which his car was totaled at

the start of the period in which Floyd elders were to be

interviewed. The experimenter had to postpone the scheduled

interviews, and when he attempted to reschedule, many of the

Floyd residents had either reconsidered or could no longer

be reached. ·

Comparatively, the success in obtaining

participation from Christiansburg and Radford recruited

elders may be attributed to the fact that both locales are

closer to Virginia Tech and Radford University, the two

largest institutions of higher learning in the New River

Valley, than Floyd and Fulaski. Christiansburg and_Radford

elders would thus, seem to be more likely to be supportive

and comfortable with taking part in a research project

conducted by a Virginia Tech graduate student. In fact, a

few of the Radford elders mentioned their previous

participation in gerontological studies at Radford O
University. Another reason why the interviewed group _

included more Radford residents than the non—interviewed

group was that the recruitment procedure yielded a higher
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percentage of retirement home elders in Redford than the

other locales. lt was shown previously that retirement home

elders were more likely to be interviewed than the other

client-types recruited. ‘

Insert Table 5 about here

The Representativeness of the Sample

In order to determine the extent to which the survey

sample was representative of the population of New River

Valley elders, the demographic characteristics of the sample
_ (see Table 6) were compared to the demographic indicators of

the New River Valley elder population obtained from the

Virginia Statistical Abstract (1987) and the U.S. Bureau of

the Census (U.S. Department of Commerce, 198Q} and presented

in Table 6A. .

Nith regard to racial composition, the survey sample

was similar to the New River Valley elder population in

1988. The sample contained a higher percentage of females

than the New River Valley elder population and as such, in
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accordance with the U.S. Bureau of the Census (U.S.
'

Department of Commerce, 198Bl, also experienced greater

poverty and more instances of living alone than 198Q Valley

elders in general. Since the average age of sample elders

was 76, the low percentage of married females and high

percentage of widows was similar to national statistics

(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1983), reflecting the

increasingly high difference in life expectation between

males and females (Gillaspy, 1979).

_ The greater percentage of sample elders than 198@

New River Valley population elders that fell into the "very

old" (Brody, 1979) group (those 75 and above) may be the

legitimate result of the rapid rate of increase in the older

segment of the 65 and over age group in the United States

(Redick & Taube, 198ß). Because, as was discussed

previously, these "very old" adults experience more

psychological and physical difficulties (Romaniuk &

Mcüauley, 1983; Satz & Smyer, 1983; Brody, 1979), it is not

surprising that the survey sample contained a higher

percentage of elders not in the labor force and living in

retirement institutions, although some of the sample elders

did volunteer work instead. The increase in retirement home

elders in the survey sample may also be attributed to the

opening of three New River Valley Retirement Centers,

wheatland Hills, English Meadow, and warm Hearth, since
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after the IRSE Census.

The fact that cbmpared td the populatien ef New

River Valley elders, the interviewed sample had a higher

perentage of residents from Christiansburg, Blacksburg, and

Redford, the three locales clbsest to major universities,

and a lower percentage of elders living in Floyd, Pulaski,

and Giles, the three counties furthest from a major

university, may explain the finding that cdntrary to the

prevalent belief that the present U.3. elder cdhort has

received less formal education than younger cohorts {Knight,

1986), the elder sample contained a higher percentage of

college graduates than the population Dt New River Valley

persons 25 years dld and over. Finally, the survey sample

was similar to the New River Valley elder pepulatibn in IRSB

with regard td the percentage of elders living in ·

owner—0ccupied and renter—occupied housing units.

Insert Table be about here

Measures
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The survey included a consent form, a demographic

questionnaire, items developed hy the experimenter

specifically for this mental health needs assessment, and

several inventories that are believed to be especially

appropriate for use with an older population (A copy of all

the survey measures and forms can be found in Appendix E).

Table 11 is a summary of the standard scales utilized as

well as their psychometric properties.

Insert Table 11 about here

Dupuy General Well—Being Scale (GWB)

The GWB is the criterion QOL measure to determine

which of the needs is the most important. Developed by

Dupuy in 197B for the National Center For Health Statistics

Health Examination Surveys (Fazio, 1977), it is a global

index of subjective well—being and distress. Section A of

the scale consists of 14 items on a six point response

I
I
I
I
I
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format of dimensions that vary with the item content.

Section H consiste of the last 4 items on the scale. TheseV
items are on eleven point scales of different feeling

dimensione (Murrell, Shulte, & Hutchins, 198ü). In a study

evaluating the use of the GWB on a sample of elderly persons

by Murrell, Shulte, and Hutchins (198Q), the scale had good

internal consistency (alpha coefficient = .88), a normal

distribution, and a strong positive correlation with many

other inventories that were expected to be associated with

quality of life (Louieville General Stresefulness Scale,

ESI—Z Life Satisfaction Scale, Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale,

etc.).

Belloc Revieed Health Scale ‘

The health status measure that will be used in this

study is the Belloc Revised Health Scale (BRHS). Developed

in 198Q by Murrell, Schulte, and Hutchins for their general

needs assessment survey of older persons, the Health Scale

contains many items from a health index developed by Belloc,

Breslow, and Hochstim (1971) for general populations, plus

questions specifically directed toward medical conditions

often experienced by senior citizens. The measure is

multidimensional, determining the degree of limitation of

activities, symptome, and a subjective health evaluation.
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It contains 17 yes—ho items and 4 questions on four point

response formats of varying dimeneions (Nurrell, Schulte, a

Hutchins, 198ü}. The Health Scale evidenced good internal

consistency (alpha coefficient = .84}, a normal

distribution, and a high positive correlation with

inventories that were expected to be closely related to it

when it was given to a sample of elderly adults (Murrell,

Schulte, & Hutchins, 198Q}.

Income Levels

Since the Neighted Average Poverty threshold for the

U.S. 65 and over population in 1984 was $4979 for one person

and $6282 for a two~person household (Virgnia Statistical

Abstract, 1987} and the median household income for New

River·Va1ley elders 65 and above (see Table 6A} ranged from
° $7,266 in Floyd to $11,985 in Radford (U.S. Department of

Commerce, 198Q}, the following are the category household

annual income ranges that will be utilized in this study:

Low Income

A} Under $3@Q@

B} $3,QEü — $4,999

C} $5,üQQ — $6,999
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D) $7.8QO — $8.999

Middle Income

E. $9,üOG · $1@,999

F. $11,QGü — $12,999

G. $13,üBD - $14,999

H. $15,GGß — $16,999 U -

I. $17,®@@ — $18,999

High Income

J. $19,QQQ — $24,999

K. $25,@@@ — Over _

Life Experiences Survey (LES)

The scale that will be used to measure perceptions

of life stresses that were experienced during the past year

in this study is the Life Experiences Survey (LES).

Developed by Sarason, Johnson, and Siegel (1978), one

advantage of this 47—item self—report measure is the fact

that it provides scores of perceived impact and desirability

for both positive and negative life events and is relatively

unaffected by the current mood states of the subject. when
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the LES was evaluated on a sample of college students it was

found to correlate strongly with several measures

<State~Trait Anxiety Inventory, Psychological Screening

Inventory, and the Becu Depression Inventory) (Sarason,Johnson, & Siegel, 1978). «
Since the LES is retrospective, a potential problem

with its use on an elderly population is that some of the

aged may have poor memory for life events (Fry, 1987}. In

addition, the LES does not take into account the order in

which events occur, which may determine the severity of the

subject's distress (Monroe, 1982).

Louisville Social Support Index (SSI)

The scale utilized to measure social support in this

study is the Louisville Social Support Index (SSI).

Developed by Murrell, Schulte, and Hutchins in 19SS, the SSI

includes revised items from the Phillips Social

Participation Index (Phillips, l9é7), items from a social

support scale created by Andrews, Tennant, Hewson, and

Schonell (1978), plus some additional questions. This

14—item scale asus subjects questions about their actual
degree of participaton with persons and organizations, as

well as questions regarding the perceived effectiveness of
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their social support system. The use of the BBI on a sample

of older adults was evaluated by naxrell,····Behulte, and

Hutchins (1989). The 581 had a normal distribution, good

internal consistency (alpha coefficient =.75), and a strong

positive correlation with many other measures that it was

expected to be related to.

Geriatrie Depression Scale (Güäl

The objective measure of depression utilised in this

needs assessment was the GD8. Developed in 1982 by Brink,

Yesavage, Lum, Heersema, edey, and Rose, this self~rating

scale has the advantages of being easy to use (It consists

of 3ß simple yes/no items that were most highly correlated

with the total score of a l@@—item inventory that was '

originally used.) and specifically designed by geriatric

clinicians for use with a geriatric population.

The authors found the GD8 to be both a reliable and

valid measure of geriatric depression (Yesavage, Brink, Lum,

Huang, Adley, a Leirer, 1983). While the scale had a high

degree of internal consistency (alpha coefficient = .94;

split~half reliability coefficient = .94; median correlation

with total score = .56; and mean interitem correlation =

.36), the stability of the BDG scores over a one~week
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interval was demonstrated by the test—retest reliability

correlation oF @.35 ip < 3.831}.

Evidence For the validity oF the scale came From: 1)

The superiority oF the SDS to the two depression inventories

most Frequently utilized to measure geriatric depression

(the Hamilton and the Zung scales>, at being able to

distinguish between a group oF depressed elders and a

control group; 2) the Fact that while each oF the

depression tests was highly correlated with the other two

scales, the correlation of the GDS with the Zung and the
-

Hamilton was higher than the correlation between the other

two depression tests (Brink et al., 1982); and 3) the

statistically significant correlation between the BDS and

the Research Diagnostic Criteria (BDG) symptome oF

depression (Yesavage et al., 1983). The authors recommend

that elders scoring 1@ or below on the SDS be considered

normal, between 11 and 2B, mildly depressed, and that elders

with scores 21 to 3@ be considered moderately to severely

depressed (Brink et al., 1982).

Folstein Mini—Mental Status Exam (HMS)

This short measure oF cognitive mental state was

developed by Marshal and Susan Folstein in 1974. Since it
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takes only 5—1@ minutes to administer, it is considered to

be advantageous for use with elderly patients, oaticularly

those with dementia or delirium, who cooperate well for

short periods of time only. The first section of the MMS

covers orientation, memory, and attention, necessitates

vocal responses only, and has a maximum score of 21. The

second section looks at ability to name objects, follow

verbal and written commands, invent and write a sentence,

and copy two interconnected polygons, similar to a

Bender—Gestalt figure, and has a maximum score of 9

(Fo1stein & Folstein, 1975). One problem with the MMS is

that due to the reading and writing involved in the second

' part, elders with impaired vision, inability to hold a

pencil due to arthritis, etc., and little education may be

at a disadvantage. Thus, in this mental health needs

assessment, the MMS scores of the 1Q elders for whom these

disadvantages could not be eased for example, by large

writing, were not utilized.+

In a study by the authors in which elders with

dementia, depression, and depression with cognitive

impairment were given the MMS, it proved to be both valid

and reliable. The test separated out the three diagnostic

groups, accurately detected clinical cognitive change,
’ showed no change in elders felt to be

cognitively stable (r=.9E), and was significantly correlated
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with both the wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale verbal IG

(r=.77&) and the HAI3 Performance IQ €re„e@)„

Administration of the MMS on EGG elders found that a score

of EQ or less was found only in elders with dementia,

delirium, schizophrenia, or affective disorder (Folstein & _

Folstein, 1975).

. Trait Anxiety Inventory (TAI)

The objective self—rating measure of anxiety ·
~

utilized in this needs assessment was the TAI. One half of

the State—Trait Anxiety Inventory developed by Spielberger,

Gorsuch, and Lushene in 197@,_the TAI looks at the stable

aspects of anxiety. It consists of EB items with a

unvarying four point response format. The TAI is a widely

used measure of anxiety, and it evidenced good internal

consistency (alpha coefficient = .88}, a normal

distribution, and a strong positive correlation with

inventories that were expected to be closely related to an

anxiety scale when it was given to a sample of elderly

adults (Murell, Schulte, Hutchins, 19S@>. _

Interview Procedure



_ The interviews were conducted by the experimenter, a

M.S. candidate in clinical psychology. Two days before each

scheduled interview, the experimenter called the subject to

confirm the day and time of the interview, as well as the

directions.

Upon entering the elder's home, the experimenter

iirst made sure that the interview took place in a quiet

setting with no ther persons present to ensure that the

elder would not be distracted and would be able to.speak

his/her own opinion freely. Next, the elderly person was

questioned about potential handicaps that could have

- affected the interview process (hearing impairment, visual

impairment, etc,). Then the interviewer sat down next to

the elder and went through each question with him/her until

completion of the questionnaires, stopping at least once per

hpur to allow the subject a rest break. The interviewer

also monitored the fatigue of the elder to ensure that

he/she was answering the questions to the best of his/her

ability.

Since the di¥¥erent need measures were compared, and

thus, Failure to complete any one item on any of the

measures necessitated the removal of that respondent from

the analysis, it was absolutedly imperative that the

interviewer encouraged the subject to complete the measures,
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even iF he/she had to return to the elderly person’s home a
t

second time to Finish the interview. because the

experimenter Found during the pilot interviews that many oF

the elders were concerned about their ability to give the

"right" answer, he reassured every subject that there were

no right or wrong answers and that he/she was doing well 1%

he/she was ekpressing his true Feelings, 10 times during

each interview. In addition, in order to ensure that the

interviewer was not telegraphing answers by how he read the

_ responses, the experimenter averted the gaze oF the elder

while reading the responses and also did his best to keep

his voice at a consistent pitch and Frequency.

The interview procedure seemed to be quite

successFul. Despite the Fact that the subjects suFFered

From a variety oF disabilities such as visual impairment and

hearing loss, the interviews took an average oF just under 2

hours For each oF the elders to complete, and none oF the

surveys took more than 2 1/2 hours to Finish. Although

there were some complaints about the length oF the

interview, each oF the subjects was willing to complete the

survey and most seemed to be genuinely interested in the

questions posed.

Qualitative evidence that the data obtained was

truthFul comes From the Fact that the interviewer’s inFormal

impressions oF the subjects’ physical, cognitive, Financial,
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and emotional states irecorded immediately following each

interview and before the self~report seales were sceredb

seemed to closely match the resultant self~report measures.

In addition, questions of subject response variability and

perseveration were rare, and when the interviewer suspected

that either were occurring, he questioned the elder about it“
immediately or asked the subject to explain his response.

Results

Overview

The utility of the OOLC model as a mental health

needs assessment technique for the elderly will be evaluated

via the descriptive conclusions generated by multiple

· regression analysis of the sample survey data, with GWB as

the dependent variable and the different need measures and

mental health areas as the independent variables.

First, in order to compare each need measure within

each mental health area, the raw scores of every need

measure were converted to 2 scores. Next, when the data was

checked for missing observations, it was discovered that for -

Mental Health Area 5, the measures of Evaluative Need and

Descriptive Need had QB and 22 missing observations. With
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so much data missing, these two independent variables made

the analysis impossible and thus, they were discarded.

For the third step, a multiple regression analysis

was used to determine which factors provided signficant

contributions to the GWB. Initially, the forward, backward

and stepwise procedures, using the standard default

conditions for inclusion and eaclusion supplied by SAS, were

pursued due to the extremely large number of independent

variables. These procedures were used to reduce the number

of independent variables to the point where an "all possible

regressions" approach (Myers, 1?B6) would be feasible.

The all possible regressions approach is preferred

over the stepwise procedures since these procedures assess

only a subset of all the possible models. The strategy

behind the stepwise procedure has been found many times to

be flawed for real situations and unreliable (Myers, 195é}.

In the all possible regressions procedure, models were

evaluated in terms of Mallows Cp statistic (Myers, 193é}.

This statistic is a measure of the mean squared error of

prediction due to the choice of the model. The best models

were those with low values for the Cp statistic.

Finally, for the best models in terms of the Cp

statistic, partial t statistics were determined for each

variable given the presence of all the other variables in

the model. The partial t statistic is the probability that
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the actual beta weight of the population is equal to Q,

given the sample parameter estimate.

Those coefficients whose partial t's yielded p

values that were less than Q.@5 were considered strongly

significant, indicating that the variables associated with

those coefficients were very important to the model. A

coefficient whose partial t yielded a p value between .@5

and .2 was considered marginally significant. However, in

light of the model's performance in terms of the Cp

statistic, it was thus concluded that such a variable

improved the model's performance sufficiently to justify its

inclusion.

It was desired to split into three groups (a low,

moderate, and a high) the measures of social support (SSI),

health status (BRH5), and life stressors (LES}. If it is

assumed that these measures follow a normal distribution,

then an appropriate grouping would be: ·

High Range = (X + .43(SD>> to (The highest score}

Moderate Range = (X — .43(SD>) to (X + .43(SD>>
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Low Range = Q to (Y — .43<SD))

To determine the mental health needs 0+ elders that

di++er with regard to the indices 0+ +inancial status,

social support, health status, and occurance 0+ stress+ul

1i+e events, the SOLO +indings generated by each 0+ the

various subgroups will be analyzed via multiple regression

techniques similar to the ones utiliaed in analyzing the

QOLC outcome data +0r the entire sample, with GNS as the

dependent variable and 7 di++erent need measures within

mental health areas as the statistical independent

variables: 1) Descriptive Need measure +or Depression,

Mental Health Area 1; 2) Descriptive Need measure +0r

Organic Brain Syndrome, Mental Health Area 2; 3)

Descriptive Need measure +0r Alcohol and Drug Abuse; 4)

Descriptive Need measure +or Anxiety, Mental Health Area 4;

5) Service Need measure +0r Caregiver Problems, Mental

.Health Area 5; 6) Service Barrier measure +0r

Schizophrenie, Mental Health Area 6; and 7) Descriptive Need

measure +0r Health Habits, Mental Health Area 7, Since the

other 26 potential independent variables could not be

utiliaed because 0+ the small number 0+ observations in each

0+ the subgroups, the experimenter chose 1 need measure +rom

éeach 0+ the mental health areas so that all were

represented. He also picked mainly inventories which yield
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objective, descriptive information about the nature of the

problem because it was felt that these would provide the

most information for a potential geriatric mental health

ecreening.

Contributions of the Types of Need to @uality~üf—Life

In looking at the relative contribution of each type

of need to General well—Being without regard to the mental

health area, the most efficient model in explaining General

Nel1—Being (R—Squared=.678, meaning that these measures _

account for almost 68% of the variance in General!
Nel1~Being) and generating the lowest Cp statistic

(Cp=4.G9>, included the two problem—oriented measures,

Descriptive Need and Evaluative Need. The F value of ES.?

(p=.®GÜ1) indicatee that the model based on Deecriptive Need

and Evaluative Need is statistically eignificant. In

further analyses, only the parameters Evaluative Need and

Descriptive Need were determined to be significantly greater

than G <partial t=.GG@1 and .G®26 reepectively), further

indicating that the service·oriented measures (Service Need

and Service Barriere) and the community priority meaeure

(Community Support) did not make a significant contribution

to General Ne1l~Being.
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Contributions of Mental Health Areas to Guality~Qf~Life

To evaluate the relative contribution of each of the

mental health areas to General Nell~Being, the standardized

scores of the need measures within each mental health area

were added together and then averaged, generating an index

of the degree of unmet need for each mental health area.

The model that was most efficient in explaining General

well—Being <R—Squared=.314, meaning that these mental health

areas account for 31% of the variance in General well—Being>

and had the lowest Cp statistic (Cp=.G53), included the

e mental health areas Anxiety and Organic Brain Syndrome. The

F value of 5.34 <p=.@@14> indicates that the model based on

Anxiety and Organic Brain Syndrome is statistically

significant. In further analyses, only the parameters

Anxiety and Organic Brain Syndrome were determined to be

marginally greater than 0 (partial t=.®94S and .1946),

further indicating that the mental health areas Depression,

Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Caregiver Problems, Schizophrenia,

and Health Habits did not make a significant contribution to

General well~Being.

Contributions of Mental Health Areas within Individual Need

Measures
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ln looking at the relative contribution of the mental

health areas within the individual need measures, the model

that was most efficient in explaining General wel1—Being

(R—Squared=.619, meaning that these measures account for

almost 62% of the variance in General Nell~Being> and

generated the lowest Cp statistic <Cp=1.77>, included the

Descriptive Need measure for Anxiety, Mental Health Area 4

<DN4>, the Descriptive Need and Evaluative Need measures for

Health Habits, Mental Health Area 7 €DN7 and EN7>, and the

Community Support measure for Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Mental

Health Area 3 (CS3>. The F value of 15.2 <p=.G@@1)

indicates that this model is statistically significant. In

further analyses, only the parameters Descriptive Need for

Anxiety, Descriptive Need and Evaluative Need inventories of

Health Habits, and the Community Support Measure for Alcohol

and Drug Abuse were determined to be significantly greater

than Q ipartial T=.®@@1, .¤@96, .G2G2, and .@233>, further

indicating that the other measures did not make a

significant contribution to General well—Being.

Contributions of The Indices of Financial Status, Social

Support, Health Status, and The Occurance of Stressful Life

Events to Quality—0f—Life
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In order to analyse whether the demographic indicee

contributed significantly to GWB, a main effects ANÜVA was

utilized. A larger model considering the interactions could

not be done due to missing values. The only index which

made a significant contribution to GWB was the BRHS

(F=1®.®7; p=.Q@G2). When pairwise comparisons were

performed on the BRHS High, Low, and Moderate subgroups, the

GWB scores of all of the subgroups were found tp be

significantly different from the others, with the Low BRHS

subgroup having the highest standardized mean GWB (.8159),

followed by the Moderate (.1665) and then the High BRHS

(-.4719) subgroups. ”

Differences Between Male and Female Elders on the Indices of
Social Support (SSI), Health Status (BRHS), Life Stressors

(LES), Depression (SDS), Quality-Of-Life (GWB), Anxiety

(TAI), and Cognitive Mental State (MMS)

To evaluate whether the sexes differed with respect

to the objective indices surveyed, a series of univariate

ANGVAs were performed. Since none of the F values attained

significance, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that

there were no differences between the index scores oflthe

males and the females.
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Correlatioh üoefficients between the Objecti eindicee

Surveyed

Table 7 summarizes the correlation coefficients that

were generated between the objective indices.

Insert Table 7 about here

Contributions of Mental Health Areas within Individual Need

Measures for the Various Subgroups

The OOLC subgroup data was analyzed via multiple

regression with GWB as the dependent variable and the

following independent variables: 1) Descriptive Need

measure for Depression, Mental Health Area 1 <DN1); 2)

Descriptive Need measure for Organic Brain Syndrome, Mental

Health Area E (DN2>; 3} Descriptive Need measure for Alcohol

and Drug Abuse, Mental Health Area 3 (DN3); 4) Descritive

Need measure for Anxiety, Mental Health Area 4 (DN4>; 5)



Service Need measure for Caregiver Probleme, Mental Health

Area 5 (GNS); 6) Gerviee Barrier meaeure for Schizophrenie,

Mental Health Area 6 (SB6>; and 7) Descriptive Need measure

for Health Habits, Mental Health Area 7 (DN7). Table 8

summarizes the models that were most efficient in explaining

General well—Being for the various subgroups.

Insert Table 8 about here

Cost Analysis

As indicated on the worksheet provided in Table 9,

the net total cost of the QDLC was $7@Q6 (Levin, 1983). The

justification for this budget can be found in Appendix C.

Insert Table 9 about here
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as indicated on the worksheet provided in Table lü,

the net total cost of the simple needs assessment (Key

Informant Nominal Group Method plus the Program Survey

Method) conducted by the New River Valley Mental Health

staff (see appendix a) was $5725 (Levin, 19S3>.

Justification for this budget can be found in appendix D.

Insert Table 1G about here

l
Discussion

In this section, the results of the GDLC evaluation

are discussed, as well as the limitations in the accuracy of

the findings. Since it was previously shown that overall,

the survey sample seemed to be representative of the

population of New River Valley elders, the GÜLC outcome data
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can be generalized to New River Valley elders and perhaps,
l

can alsm de generalized to rural areas with similar

populations and low socioeconomic status characteristics

(While the medien household income for householders age 65

and above was $1@,333 for the survey sample, for U.S. elders

it was listed at $13,254 by the Department of Commerce in

1987.).

Tables 9 and 1G demonstrate that the use of the QDLC

as a mental health needs assessment for the elderly costs

more than a simple elder mental health needs assessment (Hey

Informant Nominal Group Method plus the Program Survey

Method) conducted by a mental health center. Is the QULC

needs assessment worth the extra cost?

Several of the findings generated by the use of the

QDLC Model in this study seem to demonstrate its

effectiveness as a mental health needs assessment technique

for the elderly. First of all, the finding that Evaluative

Need and Descriptive Need together accounted for almost 68%

of the variance in General We1l—Being indicates good

validity and that these two types of need—measures, as a

set, explain a good deal of the GWB of the sample. This

seems to suggest that a valid mental health needs assessment

of New River Valley elders should be made up of both

relatively objective and subjective problem—focused

questions. Not only do other traditional mental health
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needs assessment techniques such as the Key Informant

Nominal Group Method {MIN? and the Program Survey Method

<PSM) not provide a quantitative means of measuring

validity, they are also composed of objective indices only.

The fact that the Service Barriere, Service Need, and

Community Support measures were not significantly related to

General Well—Being seems to suggest that service—oriented

and community priority measures are not needed to perform a

valid mental health needs assessment of New River Valley

elders.

The finding that only two of the seven mental health

areas, Anxiety and Organic Brain Syndrome, made significant

contributions to GWB across need measures seems to indicate

that a valid mental health needs assessment of New River

Valley elders could consist of fewer mental health areas,
”

which could serve to lower the cost of the OOLC. Of the

two, Mental Health Area 4, Anxiety, seemed to contribute

most strongly to GWB. While the Mental Health Area Y,

Health Habits, was significant on two need measures

(Evaluative Need and Descriptive Need), across need measures

it was highly positively correlated with the Mental Health

Area 2, Organic Brain Syndrome. Although the Evaluative

Need and Descriptive Need measures for Mental Health Area 5,

Caregiver Problems, were removed from the analysis due to

their large number of missing observations, making it

I
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impossible to state uneouivically that Caregiver Problems

did not contribute eigniFicantly to GWB, the Fact that the

Service Need, Service Barrier, and Community Support

measures For Mental Health Area 5 were among the sample

parameters with the highest probability that their

population parameter was zero seems to suggest evidence For

this conclusion.

The QDLC outcome data can also suggest local policy

changes and possibly changes in other similar communities.

The Finding that GWB was strongly related to an objective

measure oF anxiety (Descriptive Need) would suggest in a

typical mental health needs assessment such as the MIN that

additional traditional direct mental health services to

alleviate anxiety were needed For New River Valley elders.

But the Fact that in this QÜLC elder mental health needs

assessment, GWB was unrelated to the selF—recognition oF

anxiety as a problem (Evaluative Need), community support

For anxiety programs (Community Support), and anxiety

service availability measures (Service Need and Service

Barriere), seems to indicate that the problem is more

complex.

Thus, iF our criterion is the GWB, just increasing

or making more accessible psychotherapy services For elder

anxiety in the New River Valley would not be helpFul, since

New River Valley believe that anxiety is not a problem For
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them, that ankiety—reduction services would be unrelated to

their GNE, and would thus, not make use of such services.

Rerhaps New River Valley elders have been influenced by our

society to believe that high anxiety is a normal part of the

aging process. Another possibility is that since 92% of the

sample had never been to see a mental health professional,

these elders may not understand what mental health services

exist and how these services can be of help to them. Also,

the elders might worry that they will be stigmatiued and

even institutionalized if they go to see a mental health

professional. These possibilities would seem to suggest the

need for mental health education programs for New River

Valley elders and their family members, since BMZ of the

elderly consult a relative during a health crisis (Brody a

Kleben, 1981). In addition, Cowen (1982) has shown that

community caretakers, (especially hairdressers): 1) Are

often presented with customer personal problems similar to ‘

those brought to mental health professionals; 2) feel good

about being asked to help their customers and would like to

receive mental health training to improve their help~giving

skills; and 3) are capable of learning counseling skills.

Thus, a training program designed to teach informal

caregivers who are in daily contact with older persons and

their family members about the problems that elders face,

effective help—giving strategies, and the referral services

N
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that are available, might prove to be a useful means of

attacking the problem of elder anmiety.

For Mental Health Area 7, Health Habits, which

looked at health problems that can be effectively treated by

mental health professionals specialized in the areas of

Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology, the

problem—focused measures were highly related to GWB while

the service—oriented measures and the community support for

these services were unrelated to GWB. These findings

suggest that although the health habit problems were

important to New River Valley elders, once again, the
° response to these problems should be something other than an

increase in the amount and availability of direct
· professional mental health services, which a simple needs

assessment would have suggested. Dne such response might be

increased funding for health promotion and education groups

at places in which New River Valley elders congregate such

as local senior centers.

The finding that for Mental Health Area 3, Alcohol

and Drug Abuse, only the community support measure was

related to GWB might indicate that the elderly subjects saw

alcohol and drug abuse as a problem for other New River

Valley elders, but not for themselves. Evidence for this

seems to come from the fact that while the elders surveyed

overwhelmingly claimed to have no substance abuse problems,
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many claimed to know of other elders in their area who were

alcohol andfor drug ahusers. whether some of the elder

subjects were unwilling to admit to actual drug andfor

alcohol problems cannot be known, although the

experimenter’s observation that the questions regarding this

mental health area generated strong emotional and defensive

responses from many of the subjects would seem to favor this

possibility.

Though several subgroups did not have enough range

to do multiple regression due to inadequate sample size, the

fact that differences were found in the mental health needs

of several of the subgroups seems to indicate the potential

usefulness of looking at the mental health needs of elder

subgroups that differ with regard to the leading stressors

which impinge on the aged. For example, the GWB was

strongly related to objective questions regarding

depression, health habits, and an index of the barriers to

the use of schizophrenia services for the Low Income

subgroup, while in the Moderate Income subgroup, an index of

anxiety was strongly related to GWB. This seems to suggest

that low income New River Valley elders may be more likely

to need services for depression and health habits (Direct

and indirect or preventive services for health habit

problems are more likely to be found in white collar

neighborhoods, places of work, etc. In addition, wealthier
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elders are more likely to be able to afiord such services.),

as well as services that alleviate barriers to mental health

services utilization, while higher income New River Valley

elders may be more likely to need anaiety reduction

services.

The QULC outcome data for the life stress subgroups

seems to indicate that high life stress New River Valley

elders have a greater need for mental health services than

lower life stress elders, particularly in the areas of

anxiety, cognitive deficits, and difficulty getting a

caregiver. New River Valley elders with lower social

support also seemed to have more need for mental health

services than the Good Social Support elders, with glaring

differences in the areas o¥ depression, cognitive deficits,

and difficulty getting a caregiver <Rerhaps members of the

elders support system care for the elder themselves or hire

someone else to provide help.>. Finally, the lower health

status elders seemed to have more of a need for services

which alleviate anxiety and barriers <particular1y physical

barriersl to mental health service utilization than Good

Health Status elders, while Good Health elders seemed to

have more trouble getting a caregiver than lower health

status elders, possibly because they are less likely to be

eligible for Medicaid.

while the findings that the BRHS was the only index
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which made a significant contribution to General well—Being,

all of the EPHG subgroups were significantly different from

eachother, and that the BRH5 had a significant negative

correlation with the GWB, GDS, and the TAI, seem to suggest

that this hea1th.status measure might be a particularly good

screening device for a geriatric mental health center and an

effective index with which to segment the target population,

more research determining the mental health needs of elder

subgroups that differ with regard to significant stressors

must be done utilizing large, representative samples of

older adults. ·

The findings generated by this QÜLC mental health

needs assessment may be called into doubt by limitations in

the accuracy of the self—report data obtained. Researchers

have found that many elders function at a high level of

anxiety (Pfeiffer, 198ü; Thomae, 198G). The measures ‘

utilized in this survey may have elicited a great deal of

anxiety in the sample elders due to the stress of a new

situation (Pfeiffer, 198ü) as well as the elders’ fears of
being institutionalized, labelled "crazy" <Gurland, 19G®>,

and losing their federal and state benefits (Kay & Bergmann,

19B®>. Evidence for this high anxiety comes from the fact

that despite much effort by the interviewer to build rapport

with the subjects and repeated assurances to the contrary,

many of the elders continually questioned the interviewer as
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to whether they would "get in trouble" by participating in

the survey.

This anxiety may have raised elder arrousal beyond

its optimal level (Thomae, 193®), impairing the subjects'

ability to generate accurate responses (P+ei++er, 1930).

These errors are likely to be errors 0+ ommission (Lawton,
·

Nhelihan, & Belsky, 1930) since highly anxious elders

hesitate to respond, are overly cautious and vague in

replying, have di++iculty completing tests 0+ intellectual

ability (Gurland, 1930), and have a tendency to deny

negative symptoms and present themselves in a socially

desirable light (Lawton, 1936). Other +actors that may have

a++ected the accuracy 0+ the elder sample data include

sensory and motor de+icits, impairment in cognitive skills,

educational deprivation (Lawton, Nhelihan, & Belsky, 1933),

+atigue, and elder rejection 0+ questions that seem

tactless, intrusive, or irrelevent to them (Kay & Bergmann,

1930).

‘ The +indings that 30% 0+ the sample elders scored in

the mildly depressed range 0+ the Geriatric Depression -

Scale, 9% 0+ the elders +ell in the moderately to severely

depressed range, and 6% 0+ the sample scoreo in the abnormal

range 0+ the Folstein Mini—Mental Status Exam were consonant

with studies 0+ the prevalence 0+ individual psychological

disorders in the elderly (See Table 1). However, evidence
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for inaccuracies in the sample data comes from the fact that

17% of the sample elders could not complete the Folstein

Mini—Mental Status Exam due to sensory impairments, motor

deficits, or an inability to read. Also indicating possible

erroneous responses was the finding that while the elders

injested an average of four medications each day, only 28%

of the sample elders answered affirmatively to the question

"Is alcohol or medication fpilll use a problem for you?".

This discrepancy suggests a need for the addition of direct

observational techniques iMiller, 198ß), performance tests,

and data from significant others to future GOLD elder mental

health needs assessments.
l

' In conclusion, the results suggest that the GOLD

mental health needs assessment can yield important

information that can prevent wasteful spending on increased

direct mental health services that may have been recommended

had a simple elder mental health needs assessment such as ‘

the KIN or the PSM been utilized. A GOLD mental health needs

assessment can also be used to determine the criteria that

should be used to segment the target population and to

increase mental health service utilization and client

satisfaction. whether these benefits outweigh the extra

cost of doing a GOLD mental health needs assessment will

ultimately depend on the judgement of agency

decision—makers.
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Future directions suggested by this study includeV
the following: l) Qllecating resdurces hased on_the GOLD

outcome data recommendations, including for alternatives to

traditional direct mental health services, and repeating the

GOLD to determine the actual impact of the resource

decisions made; 2) utilizing GOLD outcome data to increase

elder mental health service utilization; 3) continuing

exploration of alternatives to face—to—face survevs and

. eliminating service—oriented and community prioritv need

measures as well as some mental health areas as a means of

lowering the cost of conducting a GOLD needs assessment; 4)
·

further research determining the mental health needs of

elder subgroups that differ with regard to significant

stressors; 5) conducting a similar GOLD mental health needs

assessment on an urban elder sample and comparing the

results to this one; and 6) as was discussed above, adding

direct observational techniques, performance tests, and data_

from significant others to future GOLD elder needs

assessments in order to increase the accuracy of the sample

data obtained.
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TABLE 1: THE PREVALENCE OF INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDERS

IN THE ELDERLY ~

F«Eü'iEE'5E§'ö'é'öE§''°'’°Eüiiöää’“''’''“’°EEEGEEENEE''''''''’''''
Acute Organic Kay & Bergmann 15% of elderly admitted
Brain Syndrome 1980 to geriatric and acute
(Able to care for general medical wards.
self without
assistance} Kay, 1977 2.6% to 15%

Chronic Organic Kay & Bergmann 5% to 8%
Brain Syndrome 1980
(Unable to care Neugebauer 3.5% to 5%
for self without 1980

.assistance> Kay, 1977 1% to 7%

Alcohol Abuse Kay & Bergmann 1% to 3% of elderly males
1980
Schuckit & 20% of community elders
Pastor, 1979

Schizophrenia Kay & Bergmann 1% to 4% _
1980
Neugebauer 3.5%
1980

Personality Kay & Bergmann 3% ·
Disorder 1980

Neugebauer 5%
1980

Hypochondriasis Kay & Bergmann 33% of community elders
1980 _

Depression Bergmann, 1971 4% of males and 11% of
_ _ females suffer from” depression of at least

moderate severity.
Blazer &
williams, 1980 3% to 6% of elders have

clinically diagnosable
major depressive disorder.

Blumenthal
1980 20% to 25% mildly depressed

Post, 1976 52% of elders with
Parkinson's disease_ diagnosed as suffering
from a Major Depressive
Episode.
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TABLE 2: METHODULOGICAL APFROACHES TO NEEDS ASSESSMENT · —

TECHNIQUE METHOD STRENGTHS NEAKNESSES

_ 1.Secondary Infer needs from Low—cost Reliability
Data Use descriptive time—saver unknown

statistics·already
in existence„ Dearth of useful

secondary data
sets available

Need projections
imprecise

Subject to
biases of
planner

Ignore opinions° of client group

2.Key "Experts" asked Low-cost Purely
Informant to present their time—saver qualitative

opinions
Ensures Vocal, powerful
cooperation members can
from service dominate the
providers meetings & thus

overinfluence
the findings

Ignore opinions
_ of client group

"Experts"
_ programmatic‘ self—interest &

ignorance of the
portion of the
population that
does not seek

services at their
own agencies may V

’ lead to
· V inaccuracies
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TABLE 2 : METHUDGLDGICAL APPRDACHES TO NEEDS ASSESSMENT
<CONTINUED> .

TECHNIQUE METHOD STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

· 3.Service Service user Low—cost _ Sample is not
Use requests &/or time-saver representative
Statistics statistics , since it is biased

are analyzed Indirectly toward the services
looking at a provided by the
sample of program staff
client group
perceptions No new understanding

or solutions to
problems derived

Lack of
standardization of
service user° statistics makes it
difficult to compare
& combine data from
different service

~ agencies

4.Field Selecting and Can be Client group
Survey interviewing quantitative hesitancy to

a community & thus, less acknowledge
sample from subject to symptoms or
the client assessor bias problems
group & more

accurate High refusal rate

Directly High cost in time
measuring and money
client group
perspective

May increase
client group
involvement
in services T
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TABLE 3: CONCLUSIDNS ADDRESSED BY EACH NEEDS ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUE

TECHNIQUE CONCLUSIDNS THAT CAN BE ADDRESSED

1. Secondary Data Use Description of the population

V 2. Key Informant Description of the problems of the’ target population

Determination of unmet need

A priority ranking of the needs

3. Service Use Statistics Description of available services

Determination of unmet need

4. Field Survey Description of the population

Description of the problems of the
target population

Description of available services

Description of unmet need and the
service components needed

Priority ranking of the needs _
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TABLE 5: AVAILABLE DENOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 32

INITIALLY RECRUITED ELDERS THAT NERE NOT INTERUIENED
AND THE REASONS FOR THEIR NONPARTICIPATION

SEX(Z) RACE<%>
Male Female white Black

28 72 97 3

CLIENT TYPE<%) .

Homebound Neal Program Nutrition Site Retirement Home AARP
38 25 6 31

LOCALE (Z)

Blacksburg 16 _
Christiansburg 9
Radford 6
Floyd 16
Pulaski 31
Narrows 9
Giles 9 _
Dublin 3

REASONS FOR NONPARTICIPATION<Z>

Nedical 9
Phone Disconnected 6
Refusal to Sign Consent Form 9
Afraid to Have Stranger Over 3
Too Busy to be Interviewed 18
Phone Number Changed to Unlisted 3
No Longer Interested in Being Interviewed 15
No Phone and Off Homebound Neal Driver's Route 9
Not Home 3
Bereaving Spouse's Death 9·
Adament in Belief That Can't Provide Helpful Information 3
Elder Confused and/or Demented 12
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TABLE 6: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

BäE?§EäF§7''““°'°“''“§E§?iT°'°““''''’°''EEEEYEY°'°°'’‘'’
_ Male Female White Black
X = 76 28 4 72 93 7

EBDEETEERYE$§'§FääE“Y;$;I7Male
Female Overall Male Female

10th 11th 11th 1.65 1.47

12 YEARS OR MORE 16 YEARS OR MORE
30% 23%

''''''''''''''“''°'°““°“'EKiEE?'??EE?ä7'''''°’’“'°°“''“°°“’
Homebound Meal Program Nutrition Site Retirement Home AARP

38 25 18 18

EEEECEBlacksburg
20

Christiansburg 20
Radford 15
Floyd 5
Pulaski 22
Narrows 8 4
Giles 10
'“'°'’“''“'“°'°'“°'°'°°''§E§Y?EE'§?E?G§?ä7''''’''"'“'"'''''''''

Married widowed Divorced Never Married
Male 59 24 6 12
Female 19 72 2 7
Overall 30 58 3 8

Low Middle High Don't Know
Male 59 I 24 18. 0
Female 61 23 7 9
Overall 60 23 10 7

Yes No
Male 12 88
Female 2 98
Overall 5 95
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TABLE 6: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMFLE CONTINUED·

OWN A CAR(Z)
Yes No

Male 59 41
Female 40 60
Overall 45 55

EMPLOYMENT(%)
Yes (Paid) Yes (Volunteer) No

Male 6 24 70
Female 5 21 74
Overall 5 22 73

LIVING SITUATION
Apartment Retirement Home Apartment Own House

Male 12 6 82
Female 14 23 63
Overall 13 18 68

LIVING ADULT CHILDREN (#)
Daughters Sons Total Kids

Male 2.2 1.5 3.7
Female 1.6 1.4 3.0 _
Overall 1.8 1.4 3.2

DISTANCE OF LIVING ADULT CHILDREN FROM ELDER (MILES)
Daughters Sons

145 189

RELIGION (Z) _
Bretheren 3
Methodist 30
Presbeterian 5 '
Lutheran 3
Baptist 27
Pentecostal 17
Christian Church 3
Holiness 3
Jehovah's Nitness 2
Episcopalian 2
Christian Scientist 2
None 3
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- 75 -TABLE 6: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE CONTINUED
°”””””°”””—"””””"””'"”””'°ÄEE"é'éE3i·EBöüF1“'“'°“''"''’“'"'''''

65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 85-
Total 17% 33% 15% 15% 20%
Male 70% 35% 11% 11% 8%
Female 30% 65% 89% 89% 92%

LOCALE HOUSEHOLDER OTHER NONRELATIVE8 LIVING IN
U

OR SPOUSE RELATIVES IN HOUSEHOLDS ALONE INSTITUTION
M F AVG

Blacksburg 8 17 --- 33 55 50 25
Christiansburg 50 8 --- 20 57 42 0
Radford 11 --- --- 0 13 11 78
Giles 55 --- -—- 25 57 45 0
Pulaski 46 8 --- 33 50 46 0
Floyd 33 --- --- 0 100 66 ¤

„ 17%

ELDER HOUSEHOLD HEAD ELDER UNRELATED INDIVIDUAL
MALE FEMALE AVERAGE MALE FEMALE AVERAGE

$10,500 $10,166 $10,333 $6,500 $5,250 $5,591

LOCALE % WITH INCOME BELOW POVERTY LEVEL. MALES FEMALES AVERAGE
Blacksburg 0 55 42
Christiansburg 20 43 33
Radford * 0 13 11
Giles 0 14 9
Pulaski 33 20 23
Floyd 100 50 66
Overall 19 3¤ 27 ‘
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TABLE 6A: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PORULATION

SEX (%) OF NEW RIVER VALLEY ELDER PORULATION
Male Female

37 63
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980)

RACE (%) OF NEW RIVER VALLEY ELDER POPULATION
White Black
95 5

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980)

LIVING SITUATION OF NEW RIVER VALLEY GENERAL POPULATION

LOCALE OWNER-OCCUPIED RENTER-OCCUPIED
HOUSING UNITS (%) HOUSING UNITS (%)

Blackeburg 33.7 66.3
Christianeburg 69.7 31.3
Nerrows 80.6 19.4
Giles 75 25
Pulaski 67 · 33
Redford 63.3 36.7
Floyd 72 28

AVG 67% 33%
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980)

LIVING SITUATION OF NEW RIVER VALLEY ELDERS

COUNTY HOUSEHOLDER OTHER NONRELATIVES LIVING IN
OR SPOUSE RELATIVES IN HOUSEHOLDS ALONE INSTITU-

TION
Floyd 64% 5% 1% 28% 2%
Giles 65% 8% 2% 24% 1%
Montgomery 59% 7% 2% 28% 4%
Puleski 58% 11% 2% 24% 4%
Redford 58% 12% 2% 28% 0%
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980)

YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY NEW RIVER VALLEY PERSONS AGED
25 YEARS OLD AND OVER

LOCALE
”

12 YEARS OR MORE 16 YEARS OR MORE
Floyd 40.1% 7.6%
Giles _ 52.6% 7.2%
Montgomery 62.0% 26.8%
Pulaski 46.7% 8.8%
Blecksburg 85.5% 56.2%
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980)
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TABLE 6A CONTINUED: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE. POPULATION ·

NEW RIVER VALLEY ELDER EMFLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS
LOCALE SEX EMPLOYED UNEMFLOYED NOT IN

(PAID) LABOR
FORCE

Blacksburg M 26% 0% 74%
F 7% 0% 93%

Christiansburg M 20% 0% 80%
F 6% 0% 94%

Pulaski M 20% 2% 78%
F 7% 0% 93%

Radford M 16% 0% 84%
F 11% ¤% 89%

Floyd M 21% 1% 78%
F 5% 0% 95%

Siles M 11% 0% 89%
F 3% 1% 96%

Overall M 19% 1% 81%
F 7% 0% 93%SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980) _

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME FOR NEW RIVER VALLEY ELDERS IN 1979

LOCALE ELDER HOUSEHOLD ELDER UNRELATED
HEAD INDIVIDUAL

BY SEX
MALE FEMALE

Giles $10,437 $4515 $4543
Montgomery $11,529 $4671 $4230
Floyd $7,266 $2718 $3000
Pulaski $10,605 $4739 $3757
Radford $11,985 $6500 $5034
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980) ‘

NEW RIVER VALLEY ELDERS LIVING IN POVERTY
LOCALE % WITH INCOME BELOW POVERTY LEVEL
Floyd 35%
Giles * 16%
Mongomery 17%
Pulaski 20%
Radford City 8%
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce (1980)

MONEY INCOME OF VIRGINIA ADULTS AGED 65 AND OVER BY SEX IN 1979

SEX MEDIAN $5999 $60¤0 $15000 $50000
OR TO TO OR

LESS $14999 $49999 MORE

MALES $6743 45% 35% 18% 2%
FEMALES $3564 72% 22% 6% 0%
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TABLE 6A CONTINUED: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

POPULATION '

CöEEEE°öE"üE»'—i75YGEE°UEEC€?“€C5EE'5öEü[E?öü'°"'°”'°'''''i’"
Blacksburg 10
Chrietiansburg 10
Rad+0rd 1¤
Floyd 15
Pulaski 33
Narrows 3
Giles 18
SOURCE: U.S. Department 0+ Commerce (1980)

°°°°'''EöE'ä§EEi«?5öüü'öE'§Eü'§?GEä'GECEE?'EE5E§"§öEGCE?föü°°
65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 85-

Total 38% 26% 18% 10% 8%
Male 45% 43% 39% 38% 34%
Female 55% 57% 61% 62% ‘ 66%
SOURCE: U.S. Department 0+ Commerce (1980)

MARRIED DIVORCED NIDONED NEVER MARRIED
65-74 75- 65-74 75- 65-74 75- 65-74 75-

Male 80.6 69.7 3.6 2.4 7.5 21.7 4.9 3.3
Female 49.3 22 5.1 1.8 38.3 68.5 5.3 6.1 T
SOURCE: U.S. Department 0+ Commerce (1983)
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Table 7: Correlation Coe¥Ficients Between the Ubjective Indices

Variable 1 Variable 2 r Prob } 1Rl Comment

SSI LES -.03829 .8059 Not Significant
SSI SWB .159157 .2853 Not Significant
SSI BRHS -.215309 .1461 Not Significant
SSI SDS .393315 .0062 Significant
SSI TAI. .410701 .0041 Significant
SSI MMS -.185450 .2120 Not Significant

LES SSI -.036829 .8059 Not Significant
LES SWB .467755 .0009 Significant
LES BRHS -.260818 .0766 Not Significant .
LES SDS .366019 .0114 Not Significant
LES TAI .300673 .0400 Not Significant
LES MMS -.137702 .3560 Not Significant

SWB SSI .159157 .2853 Not Significant
SWB LES .467755 .0009 Significant
SWB BRHS -.585880 .0001 l Significant
SWB SDS .671870 .0001 Significant
SWB TAI .692258 .0001 Significant
SWB MMS -.215210 .1463 Not Significant

BRHS SSI -.215309 .1461 Not Significant
BRHS LES -.260818 .0766 Not Significant
BRHS SWB -.585880 .0001 Significant
BRHS _SDS -.493312 .0004 Significant
BRHS TAI -.530250 .0001 Significant
BRHS MMS ‘ .247679 .0932 Not Significant

SDS SSI .393315 .0062 Significant
SDS LES n .366019 .0114 Not Significant
SDS SWB .671870 .0001 Significant
SDS BRHS -.493312 .0004 Significant
SDS TAI .790909 .0001 Significant
SDS ¤MMS -.325654 .0255 Not Significant

TAI SSI .410701 .0041 Significant
TAI LES .3¤0673 .04¤0 .Not Significant
TAI SWB .692258 .0001 Significant
TAI BRHS -.530250 .0001 Significant
TAI SDS .790909 .¤¤01 Significant
TAI MMS -.337887 .02¤2 Not Significant

MMS SSI -.185450 .2120 Not Significant
MMS LES -.137702 .3560 Not Significant
MMS SWB -.215210 .1463 Not Significant
MMS BRHS .247679 .¤932 Not Significant
MMS SDS -.325654 .0255 Not Significant
MMS TAI -.337887 .02¤2 Not Significant
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- gg -Table 8: Models That Account For The Most Variance In Generalwe1l—Being
2SUBGROUP MODEL p Value F PR > F Cp R

LON INCOME DN1, SB6, DN7 15.72 .0901 1.78 .616
DN1 .0152
SB6 .1101
DN7 .0018

MODERATE DN4 .0001 28.65 .0001 3.19 .636INCOME
HIGH INCOME NOT ENOUGH OBSERVATIONS TO MAKE MEANINGFUL

INFERENCES ABOUT CONCLUSIONS
POOR HEALTH NOT ENOUGH OBSERVATIONS TO MAKE MEANINGFULSTATUS INFERENCES ABOUT CONCLUSIONS
MODERATE DN2, DN4, SB6 4.70 .9356 1.17 .638HEALTH STATUS DN2 .1198

DN4 .0124
SB6 .1646

GOOD HEALTH SN5, DN2, DN7 7.47 .0024 2.75 .583STATUS SN5 .0087
DN2 .0166
DN7 .0485

HIGH LIFE NOT ENOUGH OBSERVATIONS TO MAKE MEANINGFULSTRESS INFERENCES ABOUT CÜNCLUSIONS
MODERATE LIFE DN1, DN2, DN4, SN5, DN7 4.34 .0274 5.38 .707STRESS DN1 .0112

DN2 .0121
DN4 .0023
SN5 .1908
DN7 .0391

LOW LIFE DN1, DN7 25.06 .9001 .352 .649STRESS S DN1 .0001
DN7 .0566

POOR SOCIAL NOT ENOUGH OBSERVATIONS TO MAKE MEANINGFUL
SUPPORT INFERENCES ABOUT CONCLUSIONS
MODERATE DN1, DN2, DN4, SN5, DN7 5.42 .0235 5.13 .795SOCIAL SUPPORT DN1 .1529

DN2 .0275
DN4 .0742
SN5 .1286
DN7 .¤228

GOOD SOCIAL DN4, DN7 12.1 .0002 .455 .671SUPPORT DN4 .9005
DN7 .0657
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_ ANALYZING COSTS 81

TABLE [Q Worksheet for Estimating Costs ol; 62 OL C
· 1 2 3 4 5 6

Cost to Con- lmposed
Other tributed Student ·

Total Cost to Government Private and Family”
I mgradients Cost Sponsor Agencies Inputs Costs
Parsonnel
C¤¤rJln¤iTor QQQQO
SFacilities _I __. · · Q.rse I, zum S 2 <·‘I
Materials and
Equipment ·
Prm‘l.¤7 S

SI IOO S IUÖ

Others
(specify)

Trcmgfuriqfun Q 757 Q 757
Gl Ä lwi. ,6)

sl alu)
Value of Client
Time and Other
Client Inputs

man mgra- j, 700Q, S ‘-l‘I 37 £ Zo(,<( _ 5
dients Cost

User Fees -( ) +( )Other Cash —( ) +( ) +( )
Subsidies
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[10 Worksheet tor Estimating Costs of KIN lu$ 51 2 ‘a 4 6 6‘·
Cost to Con- Imposed [_ Other tributed Student‘

Total Cost to Government Private and Familymgredients Cost Sponsor Agencies Inputs Costs
ipgrsonnel
(wnlgnqigr |“I $0 { I7 10
Facilities
{ old { }\/Qw ·•
Rqvevovallcj $265 j

Mgt‘e?a]a°l$. äähäw
. EquipmentPrinimj

$lO0
FO g SO

V OH.L€ §~·<{*fZl€§ §lo0 5 IÜÜ
Others

lspeeitvi _ I
1 OKCt‘r6!$«mC’ni§ ww °°

Li

Tvaln5{¢*ov°iaT{¤v~ g g Z_ S5 Z($.2}/ml?) S

C6~„{:qi€¥ ·’ $$00 $500
;· (lH¤¤r etw)

Value of Client
Time and Other
Client Inputs

Totallngre- $5725 $$0TZ $Z<.„1§}‘ dients Cost .User Fees ·( ) +( )Other Cash —( ) +( ) *( ) 1Subsidies ’

$$725 wie i M5
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TABLE 11: SUMMARY OF MEASURES UTILIZED _

INSTRUMENT DOMAIN FORMAT PSYCHOMETRIC
PROPERTIES

Dupuy General Quality-of- Self-report; Alpha Coe++icient=.88
Nell—Being Life A - 14 items; Normal Distribution;
Scale (GWB) 6-pt scale Strong positive

B - 4 items; correlation with many
11-pt scale other inventories

Belloc Physical Self-report; Alpha Coe+ficient=.84
Revised Health 17 yes-no to Normal Distribution;
Health Scale Status presence of Strong positive(BRHS) symptoms and correlation with many7

activity other inventories
limitations;
4 subjective
health evaluation;
4-pt scale

Life Stressful Self-report; Strong positive
Experiences Life Indicate correlation with many
Survey (LES) Events which of a other inventories

standard 47-
item list has occurred,
when and how negative _
or positive it was

Louisville Social ‘ Self-report; Alpha Coefficient=.75
Social Support Perceived Normal Distribution;
Support Index effectiveness Strong positive(SSI) of and actual correlation with many

degree of other inventories’
participation
with persons and’ organizations

; in support system

Geriatric Depression Self-report Alpha coe€ficient=.94 ‘
Depression 30 yes-no Test-retest reliabili-
Scale (SDS) items ty coefficient = .85

Strong positive
correlation with
Hamilton Rating Scale
for Depression, Zung

Self-Rating Depression Scale,
& Research Diagnostic Criteria
symptoms of depression;
Distinguished between diag-
nosed depressed elders and
control group;
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TABLE 11: SUMMARY OF MEASURE8 UTILIZED <CONTINUED>

INSTRUMENT DOMAIN FORMAT PSYCHOMETRIC
PROPERTIES

Folstein Mental 5-lß minute Distinguished between
Mini·Mental Status & interview; elders with dementia,
Status Exam Cognitive Questions depression, and
(MMS) Function correct or depression with cogni-

incorrect on tive impairment;
orientation, Test—retest reliabi—
L/T & S/T lity coefficient = .98

memory, attention, Accurately detected
naming objects, clinical cognitive
following commands, change;
and psychomotor Strong positive
functioning correlation with NAIS

verbal & Performance
I.Q.

Trait Anxiety Self—report Alpha Coefficient=.88
Anxiety 2¤-items; Normal Distribution;
Inventory 4-pt scale Strong positive
(TAI) correlation with many

inventories
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METHGDOLDGICAL APPROACHES TD NEED8 QSSESBMENT

1. Secondary Data Use

This commonly used needs assessment technique

utilizes descriptive statistics already in existence

(Lareau, 1983), with the assumption being that mental health

needs can be inferred from variables that have been highly

correlated with the need for mental health services. One

problem with using secondary data is that its reliability is
° not usually known (Royse & Drude, 1982). Another problem is

the dearth of secondary data sets that contain the

information necessary for a description of the problems of

the elderly (Lareau, 1983). In addition, since these data

are only indirect measures of the need for mental health

services (Royse & Drude, 1982), need projections are

necessarily imprecise and subject to the biases of the

planner while ignoring the opinions of the client group

_(Lareau, 1983). Thus, the use of secondary data as a needs

assessment method can be used to address effectively only

one of the types of conclusions listed by Lareau (1983), the
I descripton of the population.

n

V
- 85 -
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2. Hey Informant

In the next most popular technique, the key informant

method, persons active in the community whose experience is

expected to provide them with an understanding of the needs

of the elderly, are asked to present their opinions (Lareau,

1983). A variant of this technique, the Rey Informant

Nominal Group Method (EIN), was performed by the New River

Valley Mental Health Center staff as part of their needs

assessment. Knowledgeable service providers or advocates

for the elderly in the New River Valley were recruited and

met two times as a group to nominate and rank order their

perceptions of the needs of the elderly in the New River

Valley (Cogswell, 1987). This technique can oe used to

address qualitatively three of the types of conclusions

listed by Lareau (1983): 1) description of the problems of

the target population; 2) determination of unmet need; and

3) a priority ranking of the needs. Another advantage of

this method is its low cost (Royse & Drude, 1982). In

addition, involving service providers and advocates in the

needs assessment process increases the probaoility that they

will cooperate with and support the programmatic decisions

made by New River Valley Mental Health. Finally, unlike

i
traditional key informant methods, where vocal, powerful
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members can domihate meetings and thus influence the

findings (Royse & Drude, 1982), the use of the nominal group

ranking method provides for equal input from all the

participants (Cogswell, 1987).

A disadvantage of the RIN is that due to its

qualitative nature, no statistical probability statement

about needs can be garnered from this data (Royse a Drude,

1982). Hnother_problem is that the technique does not

provide a description of the population being served,

relying solely on the subjective opinions of advocates whose

programmatic self—interest <Lareau, 1983) and ignorance of

the needs of the portion of the population that does not

seek services at their own agencies, may lead to

inaccuracies <Royse & Drude, 1982). Evidence of this

problem comes from a study by Eva Rahana (1976) in which the

· elderly members of a community differed from members of

service agencies for the elderly and "significant others"

both in the degree and kind of needs they perceived. lf

consumers do not perceive a need, they will probabably not U
make use of a service (Flaskerud & Ruiz, 1984).

3. Service Use Statistics

In this needs assessment technique, service user

requests and/or service user statistics are analyzed in
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order to address two of the potential types of conclusions

described by Lareau (1983): 1) a description of available

services; and 2) an estimate of unmet need. A variant of

this technique, the program survey method {PSM), was also

performed by the New River Valley Mental Health staff {along

with the MIN) during their needs assessment of the elderly.

i Information on the services available and the current
”

utilization patterns were utilized to estimate service needs

and resource requirements, and to "compare the population at

risk with the population receiving services" <Cogswell,

1987). Strengths of this method include the following: 1)

it is inexpensive; 2) it will determine for the first time,

specifically what mental health services are available for

the elderly in the New River Valley, thus providing an

accurate baseline; 3) from a social marketing perspective,

by providing the information that will be utilized to ensure

a supply·demand match, the researchers are indirectly

looking at a sample of elder need perceptions, thus ensuring

service utilization if the sample is a representative one.

The following are the weaknesses of the PSM: 1)

since the sample of elders looked at is biased towards

clients already in a program, it is very likely that the

sample is not a representative one; 2) the technique also

has potential biases towards the services provided by the

program staff; 3) by reviewing previous solutions to
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problems, no new understandings or selutions will be

derived; 4) the lack o+ standardization 0+ service user

statistics makes it di++icult to compare and combine data

+rom di++erent service agencies (Lareau, 1983; Cogswell,

1986).

4. Survey o+ Elderly Respondents

The most +requently utilized needs assessment method

(Lareau, 1983), this technique involves selecting and
n

interviewing a community sample +rom the elderly population

(Little, 198G). Su++icient concurrent validity +or a
measure o+ unmet need is indicated by a large negative

correlation between the degree o+ the unmet need and the

sel+—reported measure 0+ quality—o+—li+e +or mental health.

Also, unlike the KIM and the PSM, the QDLC is a quantitative

model, and thus, should be less subject to instrument and

assessor bias and should be more accurate in determining

which program will be the best investment.

Since the use 0+ a program by clients may be

in+luenced more by their perception 0+ needs than their

actual needs (Murrell, Brockway, & Schulte, 1982; Flaskerud

& Kuiz, 1984), another strength o+ the QDLC is the +act that

it +ocuses on the concept o+ unmet need +rom the perspective

0+ members 0+ the target population <Murrell Norris,
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1983). In addition, by looking at the three different

components of need conceptualieed by Nguyen, Atkisson, and

Bottino (1983), and by simply including the appropriate

questions, unlike the other needs assessment methods, the

QOLC can be used to address all of the five types of

conclusions listed above by Lareau, as well as

recommendations regarding service barriers and community
‘ priorities. Finally, the QOLC can be applied again in the

future in order to determine the actual impact of the
·

resource decisions made (Murrell a Norris, 1983).

A potential weakness of the field survey as a needs

assessment for the elderly is that respondents may be

hesitant to acknowledge symptoms or problems which might

indicate emotional disorder. In addition, the refusal rate

for participation in field surveys seems to be high (Little,

19S@>. ·

Another problem with this technique is the high cost

of adequate survey research in terms of both time and money.

Most researchers, as well as the Administration On Aging,

have encouraged planners to undertake the face—to-face

survey, which requires more resources than any of the other

survey techniques. Since very few agencies on aging employ

staff members with survey research skills, outside

consultants costing from iéü to EEQQ per interview are

commonly utilized. These costs could be lowered by using
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students or volunteers (Leinbach, 1982), but potential

difficulties associated with this type of interviewer such

as the need for more extensive training and greater

supervision, questions regarding reliability and commitment,

and reduced availability, must be studied further (Little,

198ü). I

Recently, researchers have been looking at the
_ possibility of utilizing telephone interviews or mail

surveys as less expensive alternatives to the face—to~face

survey. Telephone and mail interviews have been found to be

as time consuming as the face—to—face survey (Leinbach,

1982; Little, 1980), and all three procedures seem to I
overrepresent upper SES members of the population (Hinkle a

King, 1978).

While some studies have demonstrated lower response

rates for the telephone and particularly the mail—out

surveys (Hinkle & King, 1978), in a carefully controlled

study by Leinbach (1982), no statistically significant

difference in elderly response rate was observed among the

three interview techniques. In addition, in this study

(which is the only one of its kind performed with an elderly

population>, it was found that both mail surveys and

telephone surveys produced statistically similar results to

the face-to—face survey with regard to the needs assessment

data.
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Of the three interview techniooes, the telephone

survey seems to be the least expensive method, both in

absolute cost and in cost per completed survey (8tefl, 1984;

Hinkle & King, 1978).

Since according to Sudman (197é), the percentage of rural

households that have unlisted telephones is approximately

5%, and nearly 98Z of the population is now accessible by

phone (Stefl, 1984), telephones samples cannot be considered

to be seriously biased against households without telephonesl
or with unlisted telphone numbers. Approximately 98% of the

residences interviewed in the research surveys of both

Flaskerud and Kuiz (1984) and Hinkle and King (1978) had

telephones. One potential problem with telephone interviews

is that telephone surveyors may experience more emotional

discomfort than face-to—face surveyors (Hinkle & King,

1978).

Thus, it seems that alternatives to face—to—face

surveys conducted by professional interviewers may have

considerable promise and should be studied further.
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QPPENSIX B

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

In 1982, Murrell, Brockway, and Schulte evaluated

the OOLC model on a statewide in-home general needs

assessment survey of a representative sample of 57B

non—institutionalized older persons (aged éü and above) in

Kentucky. The four need measures (j) (Descriptive Need,

Evaluative Need, Service Need, and Service Earriers) were

asked in each of the following six life domains (areas of

life) (i) that were believed to contain problems for the

elderly: Mental Health, Nutrition, Physical Health, Social,

Transportation, and Income. The criterion measure <OOL)

was the Life Satisfaction Index—form Z (Wood, Wylie, &

Sheafor, 1969). It was assumed that the better needs are

being met, the higher the life satisfaction (Larson, 1978).

In conducting a forward stepwise regression with the

four need measures as the statistically independent

variables, the researchers found that these measures

accounted for nearly 4G% of the variance in Life

Satisfaction and yielded a significant F—ratio, indicating

that the measures relate to the life satisfaction of the
elder Kentucky population. Individually, the results

demonstrate the potential usefulness of problem—oriented

93 -



survey measures for older adults as the two problem~oriented

measures, Descriptive Need and Evaluative Need made

significant and strong contributions to life satisfaction.

In addition, Service Barriere made a significant but weak

contribution and Service Difficulty did not make a

significant contribution to life satisfaction, thus

questioning the usefulness of service—oriented measures.

A forward stepwise regression in which the overall

unmet need indices for each problem area were the

independent variables indicated that the problem areas

accounted for 38% of the variance in life satisfaction. The

significant F—test implies that the problem areas were ’

associated with elder life satisfaction. Four of the sie

problem areas made significant contributions to life.

satisfaction, with Mental Health making the strongest

contribution, followed by Physical Health, Income, and
A

Nutrition. These findinge suggest the importance of

conducting a mental health needs assessment of the aged.

In 1983, Murrell, Schulte, Hutchins, and Brockway

again evaluated the QOLC model, conducting an in—home

generalized needs assessment survey of a representative

sample of 1,847 adults, including a subsample of &81 elders.

Needs were defined in terms of problems (Evaluative Need and

Descriptive Need) and services (Service Need and Service

Barriere) as in the previous survey, as well as in terms of
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community priority {Community Support). Needs were measoree

across the life domains of Employment , Environment,

Financial, Health, Mental Health, Nutrition, Social, and

Transportation. The Perceived Quality of Life Scale
E

(Andrews & Nithey, 1976) was utilized as the criterion to

determine which of the needs were most prominent.

The QDLC was useful as a generalized needs

assessment technique and as a means of making resource _

decisions. The forward stepwise multiple regression analysis

with quality-of—life as the dependent measure and type of

need as the statistically independent measure yielded a
·

significant F—test for both the adult sample and the elder

subsample, with Evaluative Need contributing strongly to QUL

across samples. Forward step—wise multiple regression with

the life domain as the statistically independent measure and
·

quality—of—life as the dependent measure produced a

significant F—ratio for both samples, indicating that the

set of life domains was related to the QUL of the samples.

Mental Health, Social, and Employment made significant

contributions to the QDL of both samples.

To compare the life domains on each program target, a

separate forward step~wise regression was completed for each

type of need, with the type of need measure for each life

domain as the statistically independent measures and QOL

being the dependent measure. The beta weights for Service
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Need indicated that the services most likely to improve the _

SOL of the adult population would be in the Social and

Financial life areas, while Health services would be the

best QSL investment for the elderly subsample. The low

Community Support for Social services though, also signified

the need for increased education and community involvement

regarding the proposed programs. For both populations, SGL

- was strongly related to self-recognition of Employment as a

problem <Evaluative Need l and to Community Support for

Employment programs, but not to whether one was employed or

not (Descriptive Need}. These findings suggest that from

the perspective of the populations surveyed, increasing the

appropriateness of jobs would seem to be more effective at

improving SOL than simply creating new jobs, which may have

been the response of service providers following a different

needs assessment technique. Thus, the use of the QDLC is

necessitated by the fact that the at—risk population may

define programmatic goals differently from the service
I

providers.

QDLC outcome data may also suggest major policy

changes. For both the adult population and the elderly

subsample, QSL was highly related to the problem—oriented
·

need measures in the Mental Health domain, but unrelated to
service availability and community support Mental Health

measures. Thus, despite the fact that Mental Health was an
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important problem to the population and that they had an

actual need for mental health services, the groups believed
that additional or more accessible direct mental health‘

services would not have improved their QÜL. These findings

seem to provide an explanation for the low mental health

service utilization rates traditionally found in this

country (Link & Dohrenwend, 19BQ; Cohen, Barbano, & Locke,

197b; Elinson, Padilla, & Perkins, 19é7>, and imply that the

use of nonprofessional indirect mental health servicse

should be studied further.-
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APPENUIX C

Justification For the QOLC Cost Analysis in Table 9

Personnel

Coordinator (M.S. Candidate in Clinical Psychology) — Based
on salary of $10 per hour.

Preparation 40 hours

Subject Recruitment
Ride with homebound meal drivers to
request interviews with elders 20 hours
Visit Congregate Meal Cites 9 hours

Attend AARP (American Association
of Retired Persons) meetings 7 hours

60 Interviews with Elders 210 hours
° Data Analysis 20 hours

Nrite—Up 40 hours

"''“““E='Z»E'EEilF'«-§““'
‘ (346 hours) X ($10) = $3460

Facilities

10% of Psychological Services Center space

(Annual Cost = (Replacement Cost) X (30 year useful lifetime
of Building at 10% Interest) X
(10% of Building)

= ($195,000) X (.1061) X (.10) = $2069

Materials

Printing ($.05) X (2350 copies) = $118
Office Supplies = $100

Others

Transportation
($.23/mile) X (60 Interviews) X (40 miles) = $552

· 98 ·
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{$.23fmile) X (IE Subject Recruitment Meet1nge> X
<9¤ miles} = $2mY¥?§J$“°°
Computer
1 Hour of CPU = $5ßQ
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APPENDIX D

Justisfication For Hey Informant Nominal Group Method
Plus Program Survey Method Cost Analysis In Table 1G

Personnel

Coordinator (M.S. Candidate in Clinical Psychology) — Based
on a Salary of $1G Per Hour

4O Hours Preparation
7O Hours Interviewing Elder Mental Health Service Providers

3 Hours Running HIN Group
2O Hours Data Analysis
4G Hours Write—Up

mmm E

Facilities ”
IOZ of New River Valley Mental Health Space
Annual Cost = <$250,GOQ) X (.1B61) X (.1ü) = $2é53

Materials °

Office Supplies = $1üO
Printing = $1Gü
Poster Paper = $5Ü

Others

Refreshments For KIN = $4O
Transportation
($.23/mile) X (4O Interviews) (SG miles) = $552
Computer

1 Hour CPU = $5QO

~ - 100 -
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GREGUNAKBANDXEMIS
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Blacbxburg, Virginia 2406l
i>m»„«nmsm or vsvcuowov

June 19, 1987
Dear Resident:

‘ In conjunction with Virginia Tech and the New River Valley MentalHealth staff, I am currently conducting a survey to determine what the
needs are of the elderly residents living in the New River Valley. The
results of this survey will be distributed to agencies which fund ser-
vices for New River Valley elders (e.g., New River Valley Agency on Aging,
New River Valley Mental Health, etc.) so that they can make the most
efficient use of their money. In order to ensure that your voice is
heard regarding these important decisions, I would like to ask you to
participate in my survey. If you agree to participate, write your name,
address, and phone number in the spaces provided, and please sign the
release statement which simply gives me the right to contact you. Once
I receive this form, I will call you on the telephone to set up a short
home visit to ask you questions regarding your needs and the services
that you believe are most needed by the elderly residents living in the
New River Valley. All of the information that you provide will be_ strictly confidential.

In conclusion, I thank you for considering my request and hope that
you will allow me to interview you for my survey. If you have any ques-
tions, please contact me or your local police chief, who has also beeninformed about my survey. _

Sincerely,

Robert Katz, B.S.Interviewer
clk

1, E , agree to participate in a
short Interview In which I will he ashed questions concerning my needs
and the needs of the elderly residents living in the New River Valley.1 I understand that the interviewer will call me in order to arrange the
interview, which will take place at my home.
I have been told that all the inforamtion I give will be held strictlyconfidential. I understand that none of the infonnation will be used
for any other purpose than this research project. I realize that I may

_ withdraw at any time.

Name ‘ _ Date RhoneAddress .
l

{ - 101 -
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STATEMENT UF INFÜRNED CQNSENT

Permit me to explain once again, the nature of this
study. In conjunction with Virginia Tech and the New River
Valley Mental Health staff, I am conducting a survey to
determine the needs of the elderly residents living in the
New River Valley. The survey will consist of information
that you (if you agree to participate) and 59 other
residents of the New River Valley aged 65 and over will
provide in these questionnaires. I will assist you in
completing the questionnaires. The questionnaires should
take approximately 2 hours to finish.

The results of this survey will be distributed to
agencies which fund services for New River Valley elders
(for e.g., New River Valley Agency On Aging, New River
Valley Mental Health, etc) to aid them in being responsive

- to your needs and making the most efficient use of their
money. The survey will not include your name or any other
information that could be used to identify you. The
information that you provide in these questionnaires will
not be used for any purposes other than those described

_ above, without your prior approval.
You are free to withdraw your consent and

discontinue participation in this survey at any time without
prejudice or penalty. Please answer the following question:

Are there any medical problems that might arise while we are
completing the questionnaires? Yes___ No____

If yes, please elaborate: _________________________________

This project has been approved by the Human Subjects
Research Committee and the Institutional Review Board of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Any
questions that you have about the project should be directed
to:

Dr. Stephen J. Zaccaro, Ph.D. 961—7?l6
Mr. Charles D. waring 961~52S4

I hereby agree to voluntarily participate in the research
project described above and under the conditions described
above.

Respondent’s Signature Date
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION FORM

CODE NUMBER:________________________*
DATE:______________

DATE OF BIRTH: _______________
AGE:_____ HEIGHT: _____ WEIGHT______
SEX: MALE____ FEMALE_____

RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE:____________________ V

RACE: CAUCASIAN___ AFRO—AMERICAN___ ASIAN___ HISPANIC___OTHER___
· MARITAL STATUS: SINGLE___ WIDOWED___ LIVING WITH

SIGNIFICANT OTHER___ SEPARATED___
DIVORCED___

EDUCATION: PLEASE INDICATE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (WHAT GRADE?): _________
HIGH SCHOOL (WHAT GRADE?): __________
TECHNICAL/BUSINESS SCHOOL (# OF YEARS): ______
SOME COLLEGE (# OF YEARS): ________
COMPLETED COLLEGE (DEGREE RECEIVED>: _______
GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL (DEGREERECEIVEDMAJOR)___

PAST WORK SITUATION: _________________________________

CURRENT WORK SITUATION:________________;____________

DO YOU GET PAID FOR YOUR WORK? YES/NO

LIVING SITUATION:________V____________________

PLEASE LIST ALL PERSONS CURRENTLY LIVING WITH YOU:
MALE/FEMALE AGE RELATIONSHIP TO RESPONDENT

DO YOU CURRENTLY RECEIVE:

INTERESTS OR DIVIDENDS? YES/NO
SOCIAL SECURITY? YES/NO
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FENSION? YES/NO AFINANCIAL SUFFRT FROM FAMILYIFRIENDST YES!NC
MEDICARE? YES/NO
MEDICAID? YES/NO ·
HEALTH INSURANCE? YES/NO

HERE ARE SOME BROAD INCOME RANGES. WOULD YOU CONSIDER
GIVING ME THE CORRECT RANGE?

YEARLY MONTHLY
I

A. UNDER $3,0Üü UNDER $25G
B. $3,00G — $4,999 $25O — $417
C. $5,00® ” $6,999 $418 - $583
D. $7,000 — $8,999 $584 ~ $758
E. $9,üBO — $10,999 $751 — $917
F. $11,ÜSO — $12,999 $918 — $1,883
G. $13,GOÜ - $14,999 $1,084 — $1,249
H. $15,000 — $16,999 $1,25O ~ $1,417
I. $17,üOO ~ $18,999 $1,418 — $1,583
J. $19,üOO — $24,999 $1,584 — $2,883
K. $25,ÜOB — OVER . $2,084 — OR OVER
L. DON'T KNOW
M. NO RESFONSE I «
HEALTH HISTORY

DO YOU HAVE ANY FERMANENT DISABILITIES? YES___ NO___
IF YES, FLEASE DESCRIBE THEM _____________________________

DO YOU HAVE ANY LIVING SIBLINGS OR CHILDREN2 YES/NO
IF YES:

MALE/FEMALE AGE RELATIONSHIF FLACE OF
; TO RESFONDENT RESIDENCE

AFFROXIMATELY HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOR BEEN TO A MEDICAL
DOCTOR IN THE FAST YEAR?

DOCTOR ' # OF TIMES REASONS FOR VISIT(s)

GENERAL FRACTIONER
INTERNIST
GYNECOLOGIST
UROLOGIST
CARDIOLOGIST
DENTIST ~
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U OTHER

SINEE TURNINS S5, HAVE YOU SEEN A PSYCHOLOOIST, SOCIAL
WORKER, PSYCHIATRIST, OR OTHER NENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL?
IF YES, PLEASE CHECK OFF THE TYPE OF MENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL AND THE CAPACITY IN WHIEH HE/SHE WORKS.

PSYCHOLOSIST___ PRIVATE PRACTICE___
PSYCHIATRIST___ MENTAL HEALTH EENTER___
SOEIAL WORKER___ PSYCHIATRIE HOSPITAL___
COUNSELOR____ HOSPITAL____
OTHER____

NATURE OF THE CONTACT

HAVE YOU SEEN A MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL IN THE PAST YEAR?
IF YES, PLEASE CHECK OFF THE TYPE OF MENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL AND THE CAPACITY IN WHICH HE/SHE WORKS.

PSYCHOLOSIST___ PRIVATE PRACTICE___
PSYCHIATRIST___ COMMUN MENTAL HEALTH CNTR___
SOCIAL WORKER___ PSYCHIATRIE HOSPITAL___
COUNSELOR___ HOSPITAL___
OTHER___

NATURE OF THE CONTACT__________________________________
NUMBER OF TIMES ATTENDED_________________________
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OUESTIONNAIRE FOR PERSONS SS AND OLDER

MENTAL HEALTH AREA #1: DEPRESSION

A) EVALUATIVE NEED

1. How much 0+ a problem is depression +or you?

1 2 3 4
A big problem Not a problem

B) DESCRIPTIVE NEED

1. GDS (Brink, 1982)

C) SERVICE NEED

1. I+ you needed help +or depression, in general, how
di++icult or easy would it be +or you to get help? _
would it be...

1 2 3 4
Di++icult y Easy

D) SERVICE BARRIERS
‘

1) I will read you a list 0+ things that sometimes make it
di++icult to get services +or depression. Please circle the
ones that are not true in your case:

a) lack 0+ transportation
b) not enough money
c) physically unable to utilize the services
d) don’t know what services +or depressed older adults exist
e) don't know how to get the services

E) COMMUNITY SUPPORT

1. In general, +or the depressed elder, do you think your‘ community:
a) needs additional services
b) has just the right amount 0+ services
c) has too many services ‘
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HEHTAL HEALTH AREA #2: GRGANIC BRAIN BYHBRBHE··~.

A) EVALUATIVE NEED

1. How much of a problem is memory loss for you?

1 2 3 4
y A big problem Not a problem

2. Have you noticed changes in your personality recently?
For example, do you find yourself becoming more supicious of
others, taking greater risks in what you do and what you
say, caring less about your appearance, becoming more quiet,
etc.? ” -
4 3 2 1
No changes Big Changes

3. Have you noticed changes in your ability to do work
recently and think clearly?

1 2 3 4
Big changes No changes

4. Have you noticed changes in your ability to learn_new
things recently?

i
4 3 2 1
No changes Big changes

5. How much of a problem is sleeping for you? For example,
do you have insomnia, daytime drowsiness, nightmares,
restlessness, etc.? ·

1 2 3 4
A big problem Not a problem

é. Have you noticed changes in your speech recently? For
example, oo others have trouble understanding you?

4 3 2 1
No changes Big changes

P7. Have you noticed changes in your appetite recently? I\

P
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1 E 3 4 V
E

Big changes No changes

B) DESCRIPTIVE NEEDS

Folstein’s MMSE

C) SERVICE NEED

1. lf you needed help for memory loss, loss of intellectual
functioning, personality change, or inability to do work,

‘how difficult or easy would it be for you to get help?
would it be...

1 2 3 4
Difficult Easy

D) SERVICE BARRIERS

1) I will read you a list of things that sometimes make it
difficult to get services for memory loss, loss of
intellectual functioning, personality change, or inability
to do work. Please circle the ones that are not true in
your case:

a) lack of transportation
b) not enough money
c) physically unable to utilize the services
d) don't know what services for the older adults with these
problems exist ‘
e) don't know how to get the services

E) COMMUNITY SUPPORT
”

1. In general, for older people with memory loss, loss of
intellectual functioning, personality change, or inability
to do work, do you think your community

a) needs additional services
b) has just the right amount of services
c) has too many services

MENTAL HEALTH AREA #3: MEDICATION AND ALCOHUL PROBLEMS

B) DESCRIPTIVE NEED
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1. what is your average intake of alcohol per day? iüoneider
one drink to equal 1 bottle of beer, 4 oz of wine, or 1 &1/2 oz of liquorl

¤___ @-1____ 1-2____ 2-3____ 3-4____ 4 or more___

2) Do you have trouble controlling your drinking or
medication use? For example, do you try to stop drinking or
using your medication, hut find it impossible to quit or cutdown?

1 2 E 4
Frequently Never

3) Do you ever forget the events that occur while you are
drinking? '

1 2 3 y 4
Frequently Never

_ 4) Does your drinking or use of medications hurt your
relationships with family or friends?

4 E 2 1
Never Frequently

5) Please list all of the medications and drugs that you are
currently taking:

MEDICATIÜN/DRUG DOSE X/DAY DATE STARTED PRESCRIBED
FÜR WHAT?

A) EUALUATIVE NEED

1. ls alcohol or medication (pill> use a problem for you?

1 2 · E 4
A big problem Not a problem
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C) SERVICE NEED

1. If you had a problem with your drinking or your use of
medications, in general, how difficult or easy would it be
for you to get help? ·would it be...

1
·

2 3 4
Difficult Easy

D) Service Barriere

1) I will read you a list of things that sometimes make it
difficult to get services for alcohol or medication

. problems. Please circle the ones that would not be true in
your case:

I a) lack of transportation
b) not enough money
c) physically unable to utilize the services
d) don't know what services for elderly alcohol and
medication problems exist
e) don't know how to get the services

E) COMMUNITY SUPPORT

1. In general, for older adults with medication or alcohol
problems, do you think your community

a) needs additional services
b) has just the right amount of services
c) has too many services

MENTAL HEALTH AREA #4: ANXIETY

A) EVALUATIVE NEED
l

1. How much of a problem is anxiety <nervousness> for you?

1 2 3 4
A big problem Not a problem

. B) DESCRIPTIVE NEED

1. Trait Anxiety Inventory (TAI)
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C} SERVICE NEED

1. If you needed help for anxiety (nervousnessl, in general,how difficult or easy would it be for you to get help?
Would it be...

1 2 3 4
Difficult Easy
D) SERVICE BARRIERS

1) I will read you a list of things that sometimes make it
difficult to get services for anxiety (nervousness). Please' circle the ones that would not be true in your case:
a) lack of transportation
b) not enough money
c) physically unable to utilize the servicesd) don’t know what services for the anxious elderly existe) don't know how to get the services

E) COMMUNITY SUPPORT

1. In general, for older adults that have problems with
anxiety <nervousness), do you think your community

a) needs additional services
_ b) has just the right amount of services

c) has too many services

MENTAL HEALTH AREA #5: INCOMPETENT, ABUSIVE, OR OVERNORKED
CAREGIVER (RESPITE CARE)

Is there a person/persons that comes in to give you help on
a regular basis (at least once per week}? YES___ NO____
IF YES, please specify this person/person’s relationship to
you and fill out the 6 measures.___________________________

A) EVALUATIVE NEED

1. Is this person/persons giving you problems or having
difficulty with helping you out due to his/her being
overworked (tired>?

1 2 3 4
Frequently Never

2. How competent is this person/persons at helping you?
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1 2 3 4
incompetent very competent

3. Is this person/persons verbally abusive to you?

1 2 3 4l
very abusive not verbally

abusive

4. Is this personfpersons physically abusive towards you?

1 2 3 4
abusive not physically abusive

B) DESCRIPTIUE NEED

1. How many hours does this person help you each week? ___

2. In addition to the work that he/she does with you each
week, does he/she have another job? YES___NOIFYES, please specify:_______

3. How many hours does he/she work at this job? ____

(To score, add question 1 and question 3 together:
1 2 3 4
6G hours or more 4S hours or less

4. Is this person physically/mentally disabled in any way?(1) YES (2) NO IP YES, please specify: ________________
°

5. Please indicate this person's highest level of education:

1. Elementary School (what grade?):
2. High School (what grade?>:
3. Technical/Business School <# of years):
4. Some College
5. Completed College
6. GraduatefPro+essional School

6. Please indicate this person’s/persons’ age: ___________
1 2 4
65 and over 55-65 25-4G 4Z-55

or or
18 and under 18-25
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C) SERVICE NEED

1. If you had a problem with your caregiver (he/she is
overworked, abusive, or incompetentl and needed help, in
general, how difficult or easy would it be for you to get
help?

1 2 3 4
Difficult Easy

D) SERVICE BARRIERS

1. I will read you a list of things that sometimes make it
difficult to get help when a caregiver is overworked,
incompetent, or abusive. Please circle the ones that would
not be true in your case: ’

a) lack of transportation
b) not enough money
cl physically unable to utilize the servicesd) don't know what services exist for this type of probleme) don’t know how to get the services _

E) COMMUNITY SUPPORT

1. In general, to provide assistance when a caregiver is
overworked, incompetent, or abusive, do you think your
community

a) needs additional services
b) has just the right amount of services
c) has too many services ’.

MENTAL HEALTH AREA #6: SCHIZOPHRENIA

A) EVALUATIVE NEED

1. Do you have delusional thoughts (false beliefs that are
not consistent with reality)?

1 2 3 4
Frequently Never

2. Do your thoughts tend to race, making it difficult for
you to concentrate?
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4 E1 1
Never Frequently

3. Do you hear voices that other people can't hear?

1 2 3 4
Frequently Never

4. Do you see things that other people can’t see?

4 3 2 1
Never Frequently

5. Do you feel that people are out to get you?

· 1 2 3 4
Frequently Never

E) DESCRIPTIVE NEED
l

1. Folstein MMSE

C) SERVICE NEED

1. If you needed help for schizophrenia, in general, how
difficult or easy would it be for you to get help?

1 2 . 3 4
Difficult Easy

D) SERVICE BARRIERS

1. I will read you a list of things that sometimes make it
difficult to get services for schizophrenia. Please circle
the ones that would not be true in your case:

a> lack of transportation
b) not enough money
c) physically unable to utilize the services
d) don't know what services for schizophrenia exist
e) don't know how to get the services

E> COMMUNITY SUPPORT

I
I

· g_____f__{____I
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1. ln general, for elderly sohizophrenios, do you think your
community

a) needs additional services
b) has just the right amount of services
c) has too many services

NENTAL HEALTH AREA #7: HEALTH HABITS/BEHAVIÜRAL MEDICINE

A) EVALUATIVE NEED _

1. ls cigarette, pipe, or cigar smoking a problem for you?

1 2 3 4
. A big problem not a problem

2. Do you feel that you get enough exercise? (4>YES <1)Nü

- 3. How much of a problem is chronic pain for you?

4 3 2 1
Not a problem A big problem

4. How much of a problem are headaches for you?

1 2 3 4
A big problem Not a problem

5. How much of a problem is obesity for you?

4
E

3 2 1
Not a problem A big problem

é. How much of a problem is stress for you?

1 2 3 4
A big problem Not a problem

7. How much of a problem is high blood pressure for you?

4 3 2 1
Not a problem A bis ¤r¤¤1@m

I_ I
_{,___________________________......................................-—#
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S. How much of a problem ie high choleeterol for you?

1 2 3 4A big problem Not a problem

9. Do you feel that you are in need of a cardiac
rehabilitation program for people with heart probleme? (1)
YES (2) NO

B) DESCRIFTIUE NEED

1. How many headaches do you have per week? ______

1 2 3 4
b 6 Q — 1

2. Deecribe what these headaches feel like.

3. Do you currently smoke cigarettes? YeeM__ No _*_
IF YES:
How long have you been smoking (years)? ___„__

1 2 3 4
> 1G years 1 year or less

How many cigarettes do you currently smoke perday?_____

1 2 3 4
> 15 E

E
4. Do you currently exercise? Yes___ No___ IF YES:

what kind of ekercise do you do? ________________

1 2 3 4
lowest caloric highest caloric
ekpenditure ekpenditure

How often do you ekercise? ____________________

1 2 3 4
none 9ü min/week- ‘° or greater
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5. Do you have high cholesterol? (1} YES (2} NO

C} SERVICE NEED

1. If you needed help for one or more of the health habits
described above, in general, how dif¥icult or easy would it
be for you to get help?

1 2 3 4
Difficult Easy

D} SERVICE BARRIERS

1. I will read a list of things that sometimes make it
ditficult to get services for the health habits listed
above. Please circle the ones that would not be true in
your case:

a} lack of transportation
b) not enough money
c) physically unable to utilize the services
d} don’t know what services for the elderly who have
problems with these health habits exist
e) don’t know how to get the services

E} COMMUNITY SUPPORT

1. In general, for the older adults with problems in these
health habits, do you think your community

a} needs additional services
b} has just the right amount of services _
c} has too many services
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" 11..1.11 1'€..’.’111·—-*.1.-_I'Il2'h1„I“"‘h§h£°hIhhhaha„hh that pp”41h11hhph2 éhhaa-1h.’“'
I read each one, please tell me how you gaxetally

aééa.

'H!EIC€8I€IDfi§!COIWfG’Ig8I1§~7BIS. Pleasedomtspmdwomdxtim
manyonestatanmtbutgivetheansxaavakuictx seem tubest describe
howyuugaxaallyfeel. GotoCatdCo11thene¤ctpageofthebook1et.

For each statemmt tell me how often you feel this way: Almst never;
scmetims, uftm, ot almost almys. I'll begin by reading the fitst
stata1¤1t. _ ‘

— AINDSI AIMJSI
. EEVER SMETIMES OE'IEN AINAYS lg

IÖ

A1. I feel pleasant. 1 E 4 E]

- A2. I tire qxickly. 1 2 3 4 H "

A3. 1£aa111.1¤e¤1-y1hg. 1 2 E] E1] H "
; A4. I wish I could be as happy

” ,
; as uthas seem to be. 1 [E] E 4

1

I
A5. I amllosing out on things '

because I can't mke up my .-4
— mind soon enough. 1 [E E 4 H x

A6. I feel tested. 1 E 4 [Ü

A7. I an "calm, cool, and ool- 6
L 1.1.11;.16.** 4 1 [ZI 3 4 ‘ H _
I A8. I feel that ate ‘

piling up so t cannot C1
· uvaocme than. 1 [:2:] 34‘

A9. I mg? uva som-
. thing t tea y t 4

hatte:. r 1 [2] [ZI 4 H
· :1

A10. 1 am happy. 1 [ZI [1] 4 H
A11. I 'inclined to take things ·' .

. ha;. 1 @3 @1 4 u °
° A12. 1 lack sau-emäaaee. 1 . [2] [js] 4 H "

A13. I feel secure. 1 [:2] 3 4 H W

A14. I ay to avuid facing a
· •¤

C1’1.S1.S ph a11=s1a11:y. 1 [Z] 3 4 H-
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EVER SO1E1']MES GFIEN ADHS ß 4· lv{ A15. 1 6661 me. Il'] [Z] E] 6 [J§
af{A16. Iancaxtaxt. 1 3 4 H

ä A17. Samminportazxtdvoxagtxt; runstl·¤:oughmyu1i11da:1d ,•bothersme. 1 E 3 4 E
A18. I take disappoinmuxts sokea·11ytl1atIca:1'tp11tthan ,1j cutofmymind. 1 2 3 4 HF

({A19. xmascesdypasm. 1 Q] 66E
A20. I get in a state of tensiouL' O!.°U.@il8SIÜ.1i!11(U\lä'

· myrecmtconcemsandin- ¢·"6 cemcs. 1 2 6 6 H.”
‘,,|E 'm1E__:___

C¤I:MIbUmsEIAPSE¤**(I)TO'l1·lENEI§C1‘PA(EZ** ‘
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Now I wouldlike to ask scme questions about your health. Here is alist of activities that people sometimes have trouble with. For in-stance, stme people have trouble feeding thaxselves. ..

H„\Doya1havecoublewitht:11is(feedingse1f)? [2;] [E1;
1-2. Others have trouble dressing thanselves. Do you? [I] Q:] E üä ,4g H3. Doyouhavecwblemvingarand? E E] E]H4. Trouble cliubing stairs. Do you have trouble with H ‘

4,/this? II} 12] IE1-E. Trouble getting outdoors? E Q E
19

H6. Areyoun¤wU1*lABIEtoworkbecause ofsomillnessor .,1‘=—¤J¤¤r? ‘
IE II} EJ

H7.Haveyouhadtocha1gethekindof¤•¤>rkyou1usedto ,4do because of scme illness or injury? I;.] [Z] @H8. Haveyouhadtocutdownorxtkaemuberoftxoursyai 4,used to work because of sam illness or injury? [I] [Z] E
., 1*_ CARD M. 2 2 S

CARDID.3Here

is a list of medical that usually last for s¤¤etim. Haveyouhadanyofthese conditions duringg-1;epastL2!lD¤Ü.'IS? Ra1¤1ber,_Iwant tolcnowabout thepast year.

E E EH9. High blood pressure? ° E Q E] (1-ILO.Nerves?Iül.
Kidney or bladder disease? ‘

E E E] '
H12. Heart cable? Have you had this condition in the ä1m 12 means? . [I} [2;] QT a
H13. Serious lung cable causing difficulty breathing? _@ HH14. samen ¤1eeaa2 · [1] {Z] [L'] ° H
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I I I I I · I I Y.€ä .29
:55. Cancer! I [Ü [ZI HB16. the arteries? Have you had this in the III I ·

I mv. scmkev · [E E2.] CLI I
I ms. mabecesv [II III III II
I
I Now let_'SA:aJl< about sane other physical ailments. But this; :1me, :e1lmeifyouhavehad¤rlY¤fCh¢S¢ i¤‘¢h¢@.§‘E@·

IHI9. Frequent cramps in the legs? E [E EL']
I

I H20. Pain in the heart or tightrxess or heaviness in the ,
. E IZ! E

PQI. In the past six months have you had trouble breathing I.‘ or shortness of breath? E III EI I
IQ2. Swollen ankles? El:] Q E] II

: H23. Pains in the back or spine? E [Z] @ II
ma. IRepeated pams m the stamch? 1 IZ] Il-] ’

PQ5. Inthepastsixmonthshaveyouhadfreqxzaxtheadaches? E [II @'
PIM. Ccnstant ccughing or Esequen: heavy ches: cclds? Il'] I;2] EI

’

Paralysis of any kind? -
I

@ @ II
PQ8. Stiffness, swelling, or aching in my joint or uuscle? II] II]
E]H29.gxretläeiäaätsäbiätuorlutllgg, have you been gettingvery.
H30. Wouldyousayyouhaveu¤reenet·gyorlessmerg·tI1m

I
mst people Yvut age? IIIIhre energy III

Less Q:]
' ' _ Sam energy 3I

M RESPOIGE [I *
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taz. How ohm do you Love Troullf gung.; to sl.eep or J

eslee;] •·"
' EVGYY ¤i8h¤ l

l
At least once a week IE

g Maybe once a month 3 _

· _ Hardly ever
oo Nor READ m Response IE

EI H32. Mhz: you have mly four or five hours of sleep during the
' night, how tired do you feel the nact day? Are you. . . J
l Very tired l

A little tired 2

.
— Not very tired 3

Not at all cired 4

_ oo mr RFAD ———-m RESPONSE
H3. l;;':?o«‘ä?1ll§r}e¤—1yo;1a};:o:xpletely wom out at the end of the M•

Very
oftenSomewhacoften E-_l

Once in a while 3

A
U Hardly ever 4

I no mr 1z1·:A¤ No Rxasmusz E
H34. Ccuparedwithothers of about the sam age, would you say .

your: overall health is. . .
Very good l

ß
'”

Good 2

, J · Only fair (or) 3
·

Poor 4
oo mt READ I m Rsspouss. [J

‘ TIME___:__CODEINb/E[NIIIESE1.APSED
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Q 'Ih1.6¤extsetofquesti¤r1sisabonxtpeop1e's social activities:
Q Pl. ¤..«."°°iIß the past few weeks, howmany tims did you get together with

l Q §:i.a1„ds——·Imaz thing like going OLE together or visiting in eachothershanes?
lltinesormre l

V1

· 6to l0ti.mes 2
3to5t1mes 3

— Onceortwice 4

. Nm: E
mmzsmtsß ß

P2. Abamt¤wmmyneigtbomsar¤mdheredoy¤1lc1wv¤ellau11gl·ttovisitwith? ‘
Zlormre 1
l6to20neighbors [ZI

Q 6to15ne1ghbors- 2
6.

P3. Vl1B£8bO\£0Ig3liZ8CiGB8UCh88d1lIdl31dSCYDOlgIULQ8,l8bOfl!IÄ.GB,
5 0'I'80d.81,CiVi¢,!idfI8C€!\8lC11.ÖS. Abouthowuarxydoyoutakeaxactive
S partin? ‘

g Fiveorunre · l
'Ihreeorfour E

“ mmspcmsxz ¤
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P4. ’1‘um¤oCardPmdwetherespaxsestote11methesed·dngs. How; often de you visit with faully a1d‘felatives who live outside the ham?i Would you say. . .
less than moe a year 1_ less zum once e month 2. btmthly 3
Every week or ee (ee) 4
Daily 5

Ü r•'•» ‘•*·22m —;—————.—.mRESPGJSEP5.

How oftm do you talk to fauily and relatives by phone? .gf ' less than once a year 1Less than once e month 2Ü Mmthly 6 ÜE
Every week or so (or) 4

A

Ü Daily
III Im Rßsraasa H I

Howoftendoyouta1kwitl1Er.'1.erxdsbypl“xz1e?
‘

Less man cmce a year 1 Z1
Less than once amnth_ÜÜ
bbnthly 3 ‘
Every week or so (or) 4
Daily .- 5_ m RESPIIQSE U

H

I
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*‘ how cftm do ycu talk with ueighbors by phxme?

L.=;ssth.=moz1caayea: 1
1:

. lessthmcuceauunth- E
i Mmt:h.1y E

-
Everyweekorso(or) 4

Daily ®
mxzsmxsz ß

.
'1hat:isal1thaqr1esti¤:1sfor(2\RDP.

S P8. lnanav¤rageday,t1¤wr1»s:1y peop1ew¤uldy¤usay"he11o"t¤,eitIxar
S cntkzephazaorinpersm? .

g _ Fivaormore 1
L

El
w One 4 .

N¤¤¢ EI
mmspasz ß

P9. Ifeve:ythingw~antbad1y,h¤wma¤yp¢¤p1ecouldy¤1t¤¤ntoforreal
E caufcrtaxdsxpport?

¤ Zloruure _ 1
fl

; 16t:o2O Q
T

4 6co15 _ E:] _
lt:o5

ee
4

i
¤
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lllfillil 2:; CARD Q. Please.”°

.
_ A great deal of help l

zb
A

A fair amunt of help E p
Only a little help 3
No help at all 44

mn6**-ww -;—.....m 3339;}:55 ¤
P11. In an auergaxcy, how uuch help would i'i_;¢1_§ be able to give you? _

A great deal of help l
17

- _ A fair aummt of help E
Q Qxly a little help I;] 1

No help at all
4 A

4 24 o No RESPQJSE H
P12. Inana¤erg¤1cy,h¤w¤¤ehhelpvv<>uldbeabletogivey¤11?A

great deal of help 1
1,

VA sau axpunt ofhelp_
Chly a littlehelpP
No help ae; all 2 4
np Response EI ~ A

Pl3. Inmauergency, h¤wm1chhelpw¤.1J.dyo•.:r_;di1x.•;cj1_be able togiveyuu?
A great deal of help l

an T

U
l I

· A fair munt of help [Z] 4

Qxly a little help 3
No help ac al]. 4 A

} ____ ....-. ‘— Q ~. es — — °
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f
F14. A11 things considered, ctupared to the help that others can call onZ &acrisis,dcy¤uttxi.nkycuhax1e...

so- Mech less help 1
A little less help [Z]

. About the saue as others 3
l A little mre help 4

Much mm help than others E

Rßspousß'1‘]ME_:_____:____CDlE1NMJII‘lUIEBELAPSEI1)TI14E ÜÜMM
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¤\iS&Ql1ßCO£G'e2S7Ii„O¤8_iS about feeling
YW”*Vi.

P1 enge hmm 1*0 cad F. Hm Rave you 1Eee!L1g in gaxeral duringpast
‘ In azcellent spirit: 1

1¤ v¤rY s¤¤d Spirits
In good spiritsmstlyÄQ

Q Q 1 have been up and am
;_ , in spirics a lot 4

In low spirits mstly

_ In ve:.7 low spirits
_ „ m mmm - ß

W2. PleasetumtoCudG. Haveyoubea1bothe1·edbyQner=zi.ousnessorQ
your nerves in the last mnth?

Q Q Q
~ Extztanely so··to the point° H. wherel oouldnotworkor 4*

take cue of thing 1
Very mach so E

.
Q

„ Quite a bit E
. _ „ Saue-—¤xough to bother ue 4

1 A little E
Q

·Q . - . Not atall.
_ . Q m mmm r . 1 ISI -

Nowtm:ntoCudH. Ha:veyoubeen1nQf:1rmcaitrolofyo11rbel1av1or,”Q '
thoughts, OR feeling durzlng the past month?

Yes, definitely so 1
~ , . „ A Yes, tor me mes: part

Q ‘ Q Gaxerally so
— „ _ . ._ Not too well 4

E · · · I ‘ äägälélä “ ’°““°""°” [3
NxgryacägsägäedQ,

um mmm Q
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Flame zum so I. tlava you felt so sad, discouraged, hopeless, or had·
$¤ mmy problem, that 761 ‘-¢m:äred if anything was wortiwhile during the. patrmnw

Erftéuvly so-·t:o the point '
that I have just mout given *"A y W 1
Very auch so
Quite a· Sam--enwgh to bother: ue 4— ~ A 1.1::1.% bit [T]

j Not 3C all EI
BD Rzsmusz

Please tum to Card J. Have you been Luder ot felt you were mder mystrain, stress, or pressure during the past mmth?
Yes--almost mare thm I ·‘ •'°
could bear or stmd lA Yes··quite a bit ofT pressure E

j
l ~ Yes-—s¤¤e — tmre thm tsual 3

Yes·—scme - but about usual 4
4 ¢ ‘ · Yes — a little E

__ · Not at all _ El ‘ bv-RESPQISE
-$46.Now tum to Card K. How happy,. satlsfied, or pleased have youqbean with .· your·persma.l1ifed•.¤:i1¤gtl1epmt1;¤1tl'x? _ ·

·° Evctremely happy-··oould ‘
not: have been mre satisfied •’l _A or pleased l

Y Very happy E
° ° · Fairly happy 3

· * · Satisfied-—pleased 4
~ ~ · _

J
Sazewhat dissatisfied E
Very dissatisfied E
NO mspawsa Q E
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V

W7 P1easetu:¤atoC•rdL. Haveyouhadaayresscratowaadertliiflläzouaverelosiragr»~··ar:: mind, or losiaag control over. das way you act, talk, , feel, orcf past math?· 0-_ mt ät all 1V may aa little EZ 1 ' Sane-·but not aaough
to be ocraoerned E

_ Sam md I have been' ‘ a little oaacemed 4
. ° Some sad I an

_ quite

omoemedYes,·veryrauch so md
I aaa very oaaoemed ·
so mmm n · E

W8, Pleasetu¤atoCardM. Haveyoubee1·as¤d.o1.s,wor:ied,oraq:setch¤·ixag
the past mxda?

‘ · . Extruxely so--to the
- point of being sickor‘~ · almst sid: 1 Q

. · — Very mda so E
4 . _ ° Quits a bit

· V Sam- aaoaga toue · 4 ‘
i V .

V
A Little bit E 4

. _ Not at all 4
‘ E

W9. Nowtum¤¤CsrdN. liaveyoubserawaldrgaapfzeshsadrested V
cb.¤:.i.aagthepast uuath? a. .. *.4 I

U I _ Every day-‘ 1

_ ' x_ _ 1 _° Fairly often E
less dam half das tim 4
Barrel? E

I ' _ Naae of tiae E‘ 4 7 V‘_ ab mmm E
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Please tum cmd 0. ° been boduered by my illruess, bodilypaäm, 0: feers about yaxrheeldu duucirug the past mudu?
AU ·rh«=· tim

A
1 K

A A um: of the tue A [E]
A _ . _

A
_ A good bit of due tim

A
3

t' ‘ A Sam of due tim 4A A ‘ A. AA
. A little of due tim E

Naue of due tim E
3 2 so mmm n A
3 Wil. I-las youur daily life been full of duings that were interesting to youi during the pastmrudu?j

All of due tim 1
Q 3

A
bbst of due tim E
A good bit of due tim 3

A
„ . Sam of due tim

A
4

A _ 4 A Little of duetimNaue
of due tim 6

r wo mmm: E
W12. yuu felt dowmhearted md blue during the past mrudu?

0
A11 of the tim _ l ‘

u . A ·
A

3 mst of due tim A
E

AAgoodbitofduetim E
A

A
Sam Aof due tim 4A A 1.1.tt1e bs ma tim E

· . ·
A

Naue of the tim E
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- 132 -TE ‘ Hdvt wu fte] in) emufnäznally gfqhlé :,4 sure of yourself during theyemzw. L·L'L«..;s|,..‘ · E
_. "(

All of Che time J l
Pbef: of the time 2
A goal bib aß {Le time 3

[ Sem of the tim 4
A little of ee tim E]
None of the tim 6
m

Have you felt tired, wom out, used·up, or exl·1austed d.¤·:i.ng the past month?
? All of ee tim 1 *4

— ° bbst of the time _
A good bit of the tim E

2.

Scue of the time 4 ;_
A little of the trimE”

_ Ncme of the tim ‘ . E
m Q

:171.5. NowtumtoCardP. Howoazoemedorwonriedabmxtymmhealdxhave _ ‘
i you been dating the past mmth? _

Forscaleso¤thisandthe¤¤cttt:req11estior1s,mtett1etd1ev¤rds
ateache¤doftheOtol0sca1edescribeoppositefee1.1.r1ga. Putan .

Q (X)t;¤thebla¤kclosest_t:ol‘¤¤vyo¤1haveger1e1•a1lyfe1tduzingduepastum
NOII couoemed atallI

[01 I _ Q

2 E I
Very Concemed 0
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been durizyg :188
1 1

relaxed
1111

„ Q]_ .

. 3
E

7 EH
07

_ EH
Very tense 10
N0 RESPQBE

WM1 magy Bt all, 11.8:1888 E 11
7 7

8 W 153i

· 07
1 1

Very enaargetzlc, dynauic 10
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W18. Now, please depressed or: cheerful have you been Äduring the pat math?
· Wb., l_ Very rhressed _ Eg

01,
El
O3

{E-]Q - EÄ
EH3 07·
EIE!*Very duerful 10Q Q m xmas:,‘4

~ · _ b.-69 Ä
· __ _ __ __ mm mz zmsm [II I:]

Ä cm 1 E 1 W ,--1
1
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The Life Experiences Survey
ed below are a number of events which sometimes bring about change in the lives of those who°ence them and which necessitate social readjustment. Please check those events which you have'enced in the recent past and indicate the time period during which you have experienced eacht. Be sure that till check marks are directly across from the items they correspond to.
, for each item checked below. please indicate the extent to which you viewed the event as having' er a positive or negative impact on your li/e at the time the event occurred. That is. indieate theand extent ol impact that the event had. A rating of -3 would indicate an extremely negativebart. A rating of O Suggtsls no impact either positive or negative. A rating of +3 would indicate

• extremely positive impact.
l

.{Sultan 1
‘

A >.1
äaäeäa07¤¤·· E-E E-E '§·E 2{LE*0*0ömolwäé aä&a’a.2·Es.a1:1l .‘ I. Marrtage -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 ~T 2. Detention in jail or comparable

gr institution -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2+3·3. Death of spouse -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 _4. Major change in slceping Imlvits ‘(much more or much less slee i) -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +-1I 4 _
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= . 2 - E „ . E . .
0 7 mo ZSEto

to QS2 éä iä äéääsääé.
5. Death of close family member:

a. mother -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 ·
ln. fallter -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
c. brother -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
tl. sister -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
4-. grandmotlter -3 -2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3

· f. grattdfatlter -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
g. other (specify) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

6. Major change in eating habits
(much more or ntuch less food intake) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

7. Foreclosure on mortgage or loan -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
8. Death of close friend -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
9. Outstanding personal achievemenr -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

i 10. Minor law yiolations (tratiic tickets,
l

j tlisturbing the peace, etc.) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +.3
j 11. .1/41/6: \\°ife-'gir1friend°s pregnancy -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
; 12. I"f’)!lll/82 Pregnancy -3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3

13. Changed work situation (difierent ,
1 work responsibility. major change 1
l in working conditions, working i "

hours. etc.) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 ‘

1-1. New job -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 „

5 15. Serious illttess or injury of close
‘

_ family ntentbcr:
’

a. father -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3·
b. mother -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

”

c. sister. - 3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
d. brotlter

1-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
e. grandfatltt-r - 3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
f. grandtnotlter - 3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
g. spottse -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
lt. t>1ll('I’ (spccify) - 3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

16. Sexttal difficttlties -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
17. Trouble with entployer (in tlanger

of losing job. being suspendcd,
demoted, etc.) - 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3

18. Trouble with in~laws -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

1 19. Major change in financial status
(a lot better off or a lot worse uff) -3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3

l 20. Major change in closeness of family
members (increased or decreascd
closeness) — 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3

21. (Iaining a new family member
(through birth, adoptiou, family‘ member moving in, etc.) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

22. Change of residence -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
23. Marital separation front ntate

(due to cottflict) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2
‘

+3
2-1. Major cltattge in clturclt actit ities °

(increased or decreased attendancc) - 3 — 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3
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Marital reconcilation with mate -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
Major change in number of argu·
ments with spouse (a lot more or a

·l lot less arguments) - 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3
Bl. Jlarried male: Change in wife's

work outside the home (beginning
work, ceasing work, changing to a _
ww job, etc.) - 3 - 2 — 1 0 +1 +2 +3

I. Jlarriedfemale: Change in hus-
hand°s work (loss of job, beginning
new job, retirement, etc.) - 3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

D. Major change in usual type and/oramount of recreation - 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3Ü. Borrowing more than $10,000 (buy-
; ing home, business, etc.) -3 — 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3‘

I. Borrowing less than $10,000 (buying
car, TV, getting school loan, etc.) -3 - 2 — 1 0 +1 +2 +3

32. Being fired from job -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 . ’
33. .llale: \\’ife/girlfriend havingabortion - 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +333. Female: Having abortion — 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3 ·
35. Major personal illncss or injury —- 3 ·— 2 — 1 0 +1 +2 +3
M Major change in social activities.

c.g.. parties, movies, visiting (in-° vreased or decreased participation) — 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3 _
[37 Major change in living conditions of
{ family (building new home. remodel-‘ ing, deterioration of home. neigh-l1·1rhood, etc.) — 3 - 2 — 1 0 +1 +2 +3.38 Divorce -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
i D Serious injury or illness of closefriend -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
[0. Retirement from work — 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3 {; Ol. Son or daughter leaving home (due _„
i to marriage, college, etc.) — 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3 ;
[32. Ending of formal schooling - 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3 _

43. Separation from spouse (due to _
; work, travel, etc.) - 3 - 2 — 1 0 +1 +2+3[
H. Engagement - 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3 Ü

NS. Breaking up with boyfriend/ ‘ I
§ girlfriend - 3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 i_ 36- Leaving home for the first time -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 T
°37. Rcconciliation with boyfri¢·nd/ g

girlfrieml — 3 2 -· 1 0 +1 +2 +3 ¤
Other recent experience: which havehad[II

impact on your life. List and rate. 6
e - 3 — 2 - 1 0 +1 + 2+3.•o.————-i-—-— — 6 — 2 — 1 0 +1 + 2 +3 Q ,— 3 - 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 +3 I__ L ___ Q {

I
I' I
I
I
I
I
I
I

IL L LI
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Section 2; Student Only
51. Beginning a new school experience '

at a higher academic level (college, L
graduate school, professional‘ school, etc.) -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +1

52. Changing to a new school at same
academic level (undergraduate, Q
graduate, etc.) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 i

53. Academic probation -3 - 2 — 1 0 +1 +2 +3
S4. Being disniissed from dorinitory or_ ‘ other residence -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 Q
55. Failing an important cxaxn -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2
+356.Changing a major -3 — Z -1 0 +1 +2 +3 E
S7. Failing a course -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

· 58. Dropping a course -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 Q
59. joining a fraternity/sorority -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3|
60. Financial problems concerning; school (in danger of not having Q

g sufiicient money to continue) -3 - 2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 ä

ä Received June Z3, 1977
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M-. uv- Patient........................
Examiner ....................

_ Date ........................
"MINl-MENTAL STATE°°

Maximum
Score Score ORIENTATION

5 ( ) What is the (year) (season) (date) (day) (month)?
5 ( ) Where are we: (state) (county) (town) (hospital) (door).

i REGISTRATION
3 ( ) Name 3 objects: 1 second to say each. Then ask the patient all 3 after you have said them.

Give l point for each correct answer. Then repeat them until he learns
all 3 Count trials and record. Trials



"
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Mum-Manni., Srmi 197 ·

ATTENTION AND CALCULATION
S ( ) Serial 7°s. l point for each correct. Stop after 5 answers. Alternatively spell "worId"

backwards.
RECALL

Q 3 ( ) Ask for the 3 objects repeated above. Give 1 point for each correct.

LANGUAGE
Ä 9 ( ) Name a pencil. and watch (2 points)
Q 4 Repeat the following "No ifs, ands or buts." (1 point)
Q Follow a 3·stage command:
{ "Take a paper in your right hand, fold it in half, and put it on the door"

(3 rwints)
Read and obey the following:

° CLOSE YOUR EYES (1 point) .
Q Write a sentence (1 point) 4
E Copy design (1 poim) ,

Q -—-——— Total score
ASSESS level of consciousness along a eontinuum-Alert

Drowsy StuporComaÄ

INSTRUCTIONS FORADMlNlSTRATlON.OF.
MlNl·MENTAL STATEEXAMINATION·

·ORIENTATIONÄ
(1) Ask for the date. Then ask specifieally for parts omitted, eg., "Can you also tell me what season '

it is?’° One point for each correct.
(Z) Ask in turn "Can you tell me the name of this hospital?" (town. county, etc.), One point for each

correct.
REGISTRATION

Ask the patient if you may test his memory. Then say the names of 3 unrelated objects, clearly and slowly,
about one second for each. After you have said all 3, ask him to repeat them. This first repetition determines
his score (0-3) but keep saying them until he can repeat all 3. up to 6 trials. lf he does not eventually learn

· all 3, recall cannot be meaningfully tested.

ATTENTION AND CALCULATION

Q Ask the patient to begin with 100 and count backwards by 7. Stop after 5 subtractions (93, 86, 79, 72, 65).
Score the total number of correct answers.

If the patient cannot or will not perform this task, ask him to spell the word "world" backwards. The
score is the number of letters in correct order. E,g. dlrow = 5, dlorw = 3.

RECALL {
‘ Ask the patient if he can recall the 3 words you previously asked him to remember. Score 0-3. @

LANGUAGE ä Ä

Naming: Show the patient a wrist watch and ask him what it is. Repeat for pencil. Score 0-2. Ä

Rcperirion: Ask the patient to repeat the sentence after you. Allow only one trial. Score 0 or 1.
3·Srag¢ command: Give the patient a piece of plain blank paper and repeat the command. Score 1 point

for each part correctly executed.
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Reading: On a blank piece of paper print the sentence “Close your eycs", in letters large enough for

the patient to see clearly. Ask him to read it and do what it says. Score l point only if he actually closes

his eyes.
Writing: Give the patient a blank piece of paper and ask him to write a sentence for you. Do not dictate

a sentence, it is to be written spontaneously. It must contain a subject and verb and be sensible. Comet

grammar and punctuation are not necessary.

C'ap_i·ing.· On a clean piece of paper, draw intersecting pentagons, each side about l in., and ask him to

copy it exactly as it is. All l0 anglcs must be present and 2 must intersect to score l point. Tremor and

rotation are ignored.
Estimate the patient’s level of sensorium along a continuum, from alert on the left to coma on the right.
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r vtth tout score•. oro you oootootty oottoftoo otth your Ufo?........................ yoo / no .69
2. ••••o you oroopo oony of your oot1•1ttoo ono tntorooto? yoo / ng .57
3. M you foot tnot your ttfo to uoty? yoo / no .57
I. M you ofton got ooroo? yll / no .56
5. Iro you hooofut olout tho futuro7.......„.......................... yoo / no .50
I. Aro you oothoroo oy thoughto you oon't got out of your nooo? yoo / no .56

_
‘. Iro you tn gooo ootrtto ooot of tno ttoo? yoo / no -53 j. I. Iro you ofroto thot ouothtng ooo to gotng to hoooon to you? yoo / no -51 V

y I. M you foot hoooy ooot of tho ttoo? yoo / no .51
'C. Do you ofton foot hototooov....................................... yoo 1 no .52

V
'*. M you ofton got roottooo ono f•qoty7 yoo 1 no .5:°2. ot hooo, rothor thun going out yu / Meu*3.

M you froouontty oorry ooout tho futuro? yoo 1 no
·‘^

‘I.
M you foot you hooo ooro prootno otth oooory tnon ooot? yoo

1’
no ·····*3. M you think tt io oonoorfut to oo ottvo noo?...................... yoo / no ·’*°

*I. M you ofton foot uonhoortoo ono otuo? yoo 1‘ no
·"‘

*7. M you foot protty oorthtooo tho ooy you oro nov? yoo / no #*8_ 'I. M you oorry o tot ooout tho ooot? yoo / no -*8
*!. M you ftno ttfo vory oxotttng? yoo / no

·‘8
20. Io tt horo for you to got otortoo on hoo oroj•ct•?................. yoo / no ~*8 -_ 21. M you foot futt of onorgy? yoo 1 no ···8 .22. M you foot thot your oituotion io hoootooo? yoo 1 no ···"23. M you thtnk thot ooot poogto oro hottor off thon you oro'* yoo 1 no ·‘·°
2I. M you froouontty got upoot ovor ttttto thtngo? yoo / no ·""
B. M you froountty foot tiko crytng?................................. yoo

1’
no ·"°

V
2I. M you hovo trouoto concontrottng? yoo 1‘ no -**5
27. 0o.you onyoy gottnng uotn tho •orning7 yoo 1 no ·“$
N. Do you orofor to ovolo ooctot gothorvngü yoo 1' no *8
29. Io tt oooy for you to noko oocio1cno7 ns 1 nc " .30. Io your otno oo ctoor os ut uooo to ¤o7 yes 1 no “



APFENDIX F

Health Status

The elderly suffer a greater amount of physical

illness than other age groups„ Since these physical

diseaees may threaten survival, decrease working ability,

and limit motor activity, they may cause the aged to become-

anxious, depressed, and hypochondriacal. Researchers have

also found that medical illness is often the major

precipitant of alcohol abuse among the elderly (Fry, 1983;

Williams & Hysak, 1973; Rosin & Glatt, 1971). ln addition,

psychopathology may also be a symptom of a particular

disease or induced by a medication taken to alleviate the

physcial illness (Blumenthal, 1980)„ Thus, elders with poor

health status are likely to need direct mental health

services in such mental health areas as depression, anxiety,

and alcohol and drug abuse.

In addition, aged persons in poor health seem to have

a need for services that alleviate their barriere to mental

health service utilization. One of these barriers is the

lack of knowledge about what mental health services are

available th the elderly (Silverstein, 1984), how these

programs can be of help to the aged (Naxman, Garner, & Blum,

-]_L;3..
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1983), and how to go about attaining these services

täilverstein, 1984>„ Family physicians centribute te this
problem by being less likely to refer elderly patients for

mental health treatment than younger patients (Rosen a

Wiens, 1979). Physicians do not believe that the elderly

can be helped by psychotherapy, despite the fact that it has
been demenstrated that psychological treatment may decrease

the use of medical services by the elderly (Eteur, 1983).

Also, general physicians often fail to detect psychiatric

problems in the elderly, ignoring behavioral disorders

(Naxman, Garner, &_Klein, 1984), and failing to distinguish

senile dementia from pseudodementia (Blumenthal, 1980).

These findings bespeak the need for mental health education

programs for the elderly, as well as for their family '

members and physicians.

Another barrier to mental health service utiliaation

by the physically ill aged is their inaccessibility to

mental health providers. Many elderly individuals lack the

transportation necessary to attend a mental health clinic

(Knight, 1983), a problem particularly salient to low health
status elderly, who are less likely to be physically capable
of walking long distances. This need for transportatibn is

greater in rural areas such as the New River Valley than

urban areas because the population is more dispersed, lack

of public tranportation, and because of the unwillingness of
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many rural elderly individuals to accept public service

programs as legitimate (Krout, 19833. ln addition, the

mental health clinic itself may be physically inaccessible

to the elderly due to such barriers as steps, etc.

Furthermpre, many poor health status elderly individuals

live in institutions such as nursing homes, where there are

no mental health providers (Knight, 1983}. These findings

demonstrate the need for an increase in mental health

outreach services, transportation programs, and

architectural planning for buildings to be utilized by

senior citizens.
·

Financial Status

Due to the high elderly unemployment rate, the large

number of women who have lost husbands that typically earned

higher wages than themselves, and the fact that Social

. Security payments have not kept pace with the cost of

living, a large proportion of the elderly live in poverty.

ln 1985, the annual income for 12.6% of persons 65 and over

was below the poverty level (Statistical Abstracts, 19875.

Since income and socioeconomic level have demonstrated to be

highly correlated with psychopathology (Fry, 1987; Murrell,

Schulte, & Hutchins, 1980; Saitz & Warner, 1980; Blazer,
‘ 1980; Rahe & Arthur, 1978; Tichener & Ross, 1974), poor
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. elders are likely to need direct mental health services.

In addition, like eldere in poor health, low income

senior citizens also seem to have a need for services that

alleviate their barriers to mental health service
‘ utilization. The most important of these harriens to mental

health care is obviously financial. Currently, Medicare

limits reinbursement for outpatient psychotherapy to

approaimately $250 per year, and will pay only physicians

(who traditionally charge higher fees than other mental

health professionals) for this service. Many private third

party payers have similar restrictions. This makes

ootpatient office treatment impractical for elderly

individoals on a fixed income. Fatients who are granted a

fee reduction may feel embarrassed or demeaned at having to

accept "charity." For some elderly persons, this issue may

become a resistance to treatment (Satz Smyer, 1983).

Another barrier is the fact that low income elderly may he

especially likely to be lacking in knowledge about mental

health services (Silverman, 1984; waxman, Carner, & Blum,

1983) and may fear that they will be institmtionalized and

' stigmatized if they go to see a mental health professional

(Knight, 1983; waxman, et al., 1983). Finally, the low

mental health service utilization rates of the low income

elderly may be in part, a response to poor service (Steur,

1982). Since the aged are generally viewed as low status
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patiente, and in light ot the fact that there appears td be

a high correlation between the etatue ot the mental health

pro+eesional and the socideconomic and clinical etatue of

the patient fäedlich & Hellert, 19785, the elderly, and poor
’

senior citizens in particular, tend to be seen by nursee or

parapro¥essionals with regard to their mental health needs,

and are lese llkely to be eeen individually than younger

individuale at a community mental health center (Sue, 197a§„

Life Streeeors

Due to the bielogical, sdcial, economic, cultural,

and peychological parametere o? aging in weetern eeciety,

eldere ¥ace a greater number et etrese¥ul events than other

age groups, ae well ae a increased susceptability to etrees

due to changes in phyeiological functiening and metahelic

activity ißoodstein, 1981; Gaitt a Varner, 1980; Renner a

Birren, 1980; Meier—Ruge, 1975; Martin, Bemeton, a Acock,

1974). In addition, the ability o¥ the elderly te cope with

these etressore may decreaee as those who have been

accuetomed to handling crieee through active mstery

strategies ¥ind themeelvee unable to de so due to the

decrement in physical and mental energy level that is

thought to accompany aging ÄVETWOEFÜÜ, 1981; Zettel, 196o}.
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Since many researchers have +ound a high positive

cerrelation between stress+ul li+e events and psychiatric

symptomatology (Dekker & Webb, 1974; Paykel et al., 19e9>

and between li+e changes and the occurrence 0+ depression,

anaiety, and tension (Blazer, 1980; Rehe & Arthur, 1978; ·

Plutchnik, Hyman, Conte, & Harasu, 1977; Miller, Ingham, a

Davidson, 197o; Vinokur & Selzer, 1975; Constastini, Braun,

Davis, & lervolino; 1973), elders with a high degree 0+ li+e

stressors are likely to need direct mental health services

as well as services that alleviate their barriers to mental

health service utilization. l

·
Social Support

Social support has been de+ined as "help that would

be available to the elderly individual in di++icult or

stress~arousing situations" (Fry, 1987), lt has been

hypothesized that social support acts to bu++er an

individual against the debilitating e++ects 0+ stresses

(Bowlby, 1973; Hirsch, 1980; P+ei++er, 1980)„

Gerontological research has shown that social support can

lessen the e++ects 0+ stressful experiences such as losses,

bereavement, and environmental dislocation on the elderly

(Fu1ton & Bottesman, 1980; Myers, Murphey, & Biker, 1981).

Un+ortunately, studies have shown that many elders
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suffer a drastic decrement in perceived social support

(Blazer, 1982} due to the loss of integral members of their

social support system by death ispouse, friends), migration

(While friends may migrate to retirement communities, etc.,

the elderly person’s children may also move away with their

own families), and retirement from work and community

activities. Many elderly persons live alone (waxman,

Garner, & Klein, 1934). Evidence suggests that the rate of

depression and suicide in the elderly is related to the

degree of perceived social support (Pfeiffer & Busse, 1973;

Zarit, 1980; Blazer, 1982). Thus, many elders low in social

support may he in need of mental health services.








